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OPEN HEARING TO CONSIDER THE
NOMINATION OF HON. MIKE POMPEO
TO BE DIRECTOR OF THE
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
THURSDAY, JANUARY 12, 2017
U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m. in Room
SH-216, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. Richard Burr (Chairman of the Committee) presiding.
Committee Members Present: Burr (presiding), Warner, Risch,
Rubio, Collins, Blunt, Lankford, Cotton, Cornyn, Feinstein, Wyden,
Heinrich, King, Manchin, and Harris.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD BURR, CHAIRMAN, A
U.S. SENATOR FROM NORTH CAROLINA

Chairman BURR. I'd like to call this hearing to order.
One procedural matter before we begin in earnest. We meet
today prior to President-elect Trump's inauguration and therefore
have not yet received Representative Pompeo's nomination to be
Director of the Central Intelligence Agency. Procedurally, we cannot vote on and report out the nomination until it's received in the
U.S. Senate.
So today we'll have a hearing in expectation that that nomination will follow. Our goal in conducting this hearing is to enable the
committee to begin consideration of Representative Pompeo's qualification, to allow for thoughtful deliberation of our members.
Representative Pompeo has already provided substantive written
responses to more than 125 questions presented by the committee
and its members. Today, of course, members will be able to ask additional questions and hear from Representative Pompeo in open
and closed session. It's my intention as soon as time allows to convene a meeting of the committee to vote on the nomination and to
report it to the Senate floor for immediate floor vote.
Now I'd like to welcome our witness today. Representative Mike
Pompeo, President-elect Trump's nominee to be the next Director
of the Central Intelligence Agency. Mike, congratulations on your
nomination.
I'd like to also welcome your wife-Susan, where are you?Susan and your son Nick. Would you two just stand up?
[Susan and Nick Pompeo stand; applause.]
(1)
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Chairman BURR. I want to thank both of you for your support of
your husband, your father, of this incredible opportunity and I
think benefit to our country. I understand that both of you have
been a constant source of constructive and critical counsel to Mike.
You said once during a speech, Nick, you graded him with a C and,
Susan, you graded him with an F for questioning during an open
hearing of the events of Benghazi. For the record, that tough curve
you have described in the Pompeo household has clearly served you
well and likely prepared you for the challenges that lie ahead.
You'll soon be asked to lead what, Mike, what I believe to be one
of our Nation's most treasured assets during a period of profound
change. The Central Intelligence Agency is one of the principal
members of the United States intelligence community and is tasked
with collecting foreign intelligence through human sources and by
appropriate means. The CIA operates in the shadows. Its officers
are often undercover and sometimes work in hostile and austere
environments. It's not simply a job for many, but a lifestyle.
The clandestine nature of the Agency's work, however, is both
the greatest capability and most challenging liability since its activities are outside the public view. We address that liability by
calling upon the President to nominate individuals with unwavering integrity, and the Senate approves only those who we're assured will lead this organization lawfully, ethically, and morally.
Mike, I've reviewed the material provided by you prior to this
confirmation hearing and have spoken with you personally. You enrolled in the United States Military Academy at West Point as a
teenager. You graduated first in your class before serving as a cavalry officer. You went on to earn a law degree at Harvard and
founded an aerospace company, where you served as CEO for more
than a decade. You are in your third term representing the people
from the Fourth District of Kansas and oversaw the intelligence
community as a member of the House Permanent Select Committee
on Intelligence.
I believe your intellectual rigor, your honorable service and outstanding judgment make you a very natural fit to lead the CIA. I
can assure you that this committee will continue to be faithful and
follow its charter and conduct rigorous and real-time oversight over
the CIA operations and their activities. We will ask difficult and
probing questions of you, your staff, and we will expect honest,
complete and timely response.
The American people allow the CIA to operate in the shadows because they trust oversight. I take the responsibility very seriously.
I look forward to supporting your nomination and ensuring its consideration without delay.
I want to thank you again for being here, for your years of service to your country in many different capacities, and I look forward
to your testimony today.
I now would like to recognize the Vice Chairman, Senator Warner.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MARK R. WARNER, VICE
CHAIRMAN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM VIRGINIA

Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I also would like to
welcome you and congratulate you, Congressman Pompeo. I want
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to also just note on a personal basis, it's great to have the former
Vice Chair back here by my side, willing to kick and prod me if I
get off script.
Let me also echo what the Chairman says and offer congratulations on your impending nomination to serve as Director of the
Central Intelligence Agency. I've enjoyed our recent meetings and
thank you for your honest views.
If confirmed, you will be sitting at a critical intersection between
intelligence and policymaking. You and I agree that politics has no
place in your new line of business. Your job will be to give the
President the best professional judgment of America's intelligence
experts at the CIA, even when it might be inconvenient or uncomfortable. As the motto you will see every morning in the lobby of
the CIA headquarters reminds us, your job is to search out and follow the truth regardless of where it may lead. Many risk their lives
and toil long hours in anonymity to get that critical piece of information that could mean the difference between literally life and
death.
Congressman Pompeo, I will need your public assurance that you
will always seek to provide unbiased, unvarnished, and timely intelligence assessments to the President, to his Cabinet, his advisors, and to those of us in Congress. This intelligence must represent the best judgment of the CIA, whether or not that analysis
is in agreement with the views of the President or anyone else who
might receive them. I look forward to hearing from you on this
topic.
I've been concerned, as I've mentioned a number of times, over
the course of the electoral campaign and even after it, that the CIA
and the entire intelligence community has repeatedly and unfairly
been subjected to criticism of its integrity. These comments have
affected the morale of these dedicated men and women. This attitude will have a real impact on recruitment and retention of talented individuals willing to serve our country.
Today again, I would like to hear your plan to reassure CIA employees that the countless hours they commit and the operations
where they may be called upon to put their life on the line are not
in vain, and that their sacrifices will not be disregarded in the
White House or anywhere else in the next Administration.
Intelligence, as we all know and have discussed as well, is a
team sport and all members of that team must work together. The
President-elect has announced a former member of this committee,
Senator Dan Coats, a friend of many of ours, to become DNI. I will
be paying particularly close attention to the cooperation between
the CIA and ODNI as well as other intelligence agencies. I will ask
that you commit yourself to this goal of cooperation and to provide
assurance to this committee that you share that goal.
The Agency that you have been nominated to head is facing a
number of challenges brought on by the changing world which will
require great leadership to drive organizational adaptation; among
them, as the Chairman has mentioned: the increasing use and relevance of open source material and big data, coupled with the increasing amount of bad or false data in the world; the difficulty of
using cover in a world where potential recruits have spent most of
their lives online using social media; the challenge of maintaining
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analytical integrity after a reorganization that puts analysts and
operators in the same rooms, working on the same programs; and
the changing nature of a Millennial workforce increasingly diverse
and born digitally native.
Finally, as you know, Chairman Burr and I have committed to
conduct a review of the intelligence supporting the intelligence
community's assessment that Russia, at the direction-[Power failure; lights and public address system go out.]
I said there would be some intervention.
I want to continue on. Finally, as you know, Chairman Burr and
I have committed to conduct a review of the intelligence supporting
the intelligence community's assessment that Russia, at the direction of Vladimir Putin, sought to intervene in the 2016 U.S. Presidential election in order to undermine public faith in our democratic process, to denigrate Secretary Clinton, and to help the election chances of Donald Trump.
A couple of days ago, the Director of National Intelligence, the
Director of the CIA, the Director of the NSA, and the Director of
the FBI all testified that this was the most serious attempt to
interfere in our political system that they had ever seen, with their
combined hundreds of years of experience in law enforcement and
intelligence. This was not business as usual with Russia.
It is important that all Americans fully understand the extent
and the vulnerability and the implications of Russia's intervention.
The CIA's leadership needs to keep on top of these Russian efforts,
and you follow the facts of this inquiry wherever it leads.
Our charge on the committee is to review and validate the analysis on behalf of the American people, which I fully intend to
achieve expeditiously. I ask that you commit to me and all members of the committee that you will fully cooperate with this review
and that you will provide the information we require to conduct it.
Again, thank you for being here. I look forward to the discussion.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman BURR. Thank you, Vice Chairman.
The Senate Building Supervisor has been notified of our power
surge here. In an effort to allow Senator Collins to fully work on
her critical infrastructure---[Laughter.]
Legislation, I'm going to ask that the committee recess temporarily until we get the lighting in the room back. So with that, the
committee stands in recess until the call of the Chair.
[Recess from 10:18 a.m. to 10:34 a.m.]
I'd like to call the hearing back to order. I think since we've recessed our microphones have gone bad.
Pat, if you and Senator Dole would follow this announcement.
This is to announce that we're going to move the hearing to Dirksen 106, the first floor on the southeast corner. We'll recess for the
relocation and call this hearing to order and begin with our introductions.
[Whereupon, at 10:35 a.m., the hearing was recessed, then reconvened at 10:43 a.m. in Room SD-106, Dirksen Senate Office Building.]
I call this session to order.
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In light of the circumstances, we don't have an answer to the
problem that we have, but we have ruled out the Vice Chairman's
comments and we've ruled out there's a conspiracy on the part of
Senator Collins to highlight critical infrastructure in the cyber
world.
I'd like to thank the Vice Chairman for his opening words, and
at this time I'm going to shorten my introduction to a very limited
thing. We are honored to have two Kansans here: the current Senator, Pat Roberts, and former Senator and Leader Bob Dole. I
would recognize Senator Roberts for the first introduction of Representative Pompeo.
STATEMENT OF HON. PAT ROBERTS, U.S. SENATOR FROM
KANSAS
Senator ROBERTS. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Vice
Chairman, and members of the committee. As one of this committee's former chairmen, I fully appreciate the awesome responsibility that comes with sitting on this dais. Not only are you charged
with authorizing the intelligence activities of the United States;
perhaps more importantly, you represent the collective conscience
of the American people as you oversee and scrutinize these activities.
As you know well, service on the Intelligence Committee takes
and must take place largely behind closed doors and without fanfare. It is work that keeps you up at night, but it is work that
needs to be done to ensure that our intelligence professionals have
the guidance and the resources that they need.
Today, however, you meet in open session to consider the nomination of my good friend and my Kansas colleague, Congressman
Mike Pompeo, to be the next Director of the Central Intelligence
Agency. My esteemed friend Senator Bob Dole, my colleague and
Kansas' favorite son, and I appreciate the opportunity to share
briefly with you Mike's background and his achievements.
Ultimately, I believe Mike has the experience, the knowledge, the
judgment, and the skills necessary to lead the Central Intelligence
Agency. Mike is Army-strong. That comes from a Marine. He graduated at the top of his class in West Point and then served as a
cavalry officer, patrolling the Iron Curtain before the fall of the
Berlin Wall. He later joined the 2nd Squadron, 7th Cavalry, in the
4th Infantry Division.
After completing his military service, Mike attended Harvard
Law School, where he was an editor of the Harvard Law Review.
Because he is an attorney, Mike understands the law. He will respect the limitations that we have placed upon our intelligence
services and he will preserve our constitutional values.
After practicing law, Mike returned to his mother's roots in
south-central Kansas, running several very successful businesses in
Wichita before making the decision to run for Congress back in
2010. Mike came to Washington with a strong desire to serve the
people of the Fourth District and also ready for a challenge.
He sought a seat on the House Intelligence Committee at a time
when intelligence-gathering methods were under fire. As an experienced legislator, Mike Pompeo understands and respects the role of
Congress and the need for vigorous oversight. I believe he will pro-
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vide the Intelligence Committees with candid and honest assessments and provide the information the committee needs which is
necessary to fulfil its oversight responsibilities.
I trust that he will also demand that of everyone who serves in
the CIA. In doing so, I know and he knows the difference between
intelligence reporting and an intelligence product with input from
all in the U.S. intelligence community, thus making sure our intel
community does not become mired in assessment failure.
Mr. Chairman, there are few positions in government with greater importance than that of the Director of the Central Intelligence
Agency. At a time when democracy and freedom are under assault
by radical elements fueled by hatred, our intelligence-gathering
services must have-must have-a strong leader who will guide
their mission and ensure the safety of the American people and not
be swayed by any political interference.
Those who serve in or in support of the clandestine service deserve our gratitude and our highest respect. The best way I know
how to demonstrate that respect is to give them a leader that will
have their backs and at the same time demand excellence of each
and every one of them. Members of the committee, Mike Pompeo
will be that kind of leader.
I urge you to support this nomination. It is now a privilege to
introduce to the committee someone that needs no introduction,
Senator Bob Dole, with more insight with regards to Mike
Pompeo's leadership that has benefited all of us in Kansas and in
our Nation.
Bob.
Chairman BURR. Senator Dole, the floor is yours.
STATEMENT OF HON. BOB DOLE, FORMER U.S. SENATOR
FROM KANSAS
Mr. DOLE. My eyesight is not too good, so I thought it was perfect in the other room.
[Laughter.]
But I'm happy to be here, of course. Mike and Susan and your
son: it's a great honor for me, and it's an honor just to come back
to the Senate. I don't get up here very often. I know members on
both sides of the aisle understand what a privilege it is to serve.
I see my fraternity brother chairman here, and my fellow Kansan, Ron Wyden from Wichita, and others that I know very well.
I didn't see---oh, I did see Susan. She's here somewhere. Is Dianne
Feinstein here?
Senator FEINSTEIN. Here.
Mr. DOLE. Where? Oh. Dianne and I used to work together. Some
of it was good.
[Laughter.]
But anyway, I'll just take a minute because we've lost a few minutes making the transfer.
But I always thought that we tested a member of Congress or
a Senator by what they did at home and what kind of a record they
compiled and what kind of constituent service they had and whether they really were into what they were elected to do. Mike has a
great record in Kansas, whether it's with the aviation industry that
he worked closely with and had legislation passed that created
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more opportunities for small plane manufacturing, which created
jobs-we need jobs in Kansas. I'm certain we all do, in all of our
states.
He had extensive work with veterans, and I do a lot of work with
veterans myself, as a volunteer. He's had over 600 cases where he's
tried to be helpful and has been helpful to veterans and their families. To me that is the mark of a good person-a big heart, responsibility, because no one needs more attention these days than those
who served our country, and Mike understands that.
To think of all the people he's helped in our State, it's very important. He's also been active in biotech engineering, whatever that
is. He got 101 Democrats to work with him. It was totally bipartisan. And it really doesn't deal with the CIA, but again it's an indication of how hard he worked as a Representative from the
Fourth District of Kansas.
I told Mike I'd come up and speak with him or against him, and
he said: "Let me call you back." So I'm very proud to be here, because I know this man and I know he'll do a great job. He understands there are no politics in the CIA. It's very, very difficult and
responsible work.
So thank you all for being here this morning. I may run again,
so I'll probably be up here looking for bipartisan support. But have
a good day, and you've got a good candidate here. Thank you.
Chairman BURR. Senator Dole, thank you very much for your
services to the country, your service to the Senate, and your service
to those in Kansas.
Senator Roberts, thank you for your past leadership on this committee and, more importantly, your current contribution to the
United States Senate.
With that, Mr. Pompeo, I would like to ask you to stand.
[Mr. Pompeo stands.]
Mike, if you would raise your right hand. Do you solemnly swear
to give the committee the truth, the full truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Representative POMPEO. I do, sir.
Chairman BURR. Please be seated.
Mike, before we look at your statement, I'll ask you to answer
five standard questions the committee poses to each nominee who
appears before us. They just require a simple yes or no answer for
the record.
TESTIMONY OF HON. MIKE POMPEO, NOMINATED TO BE
DIRECTOR OF THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
Chairman BURR. Do you agree to appear before the committee
here and at any other venues when invited?
Representative POMPEO. Yes, sir.
Chairman BURR. If confirmed, do you agree to send officials from
your office to appear before the committee and designated staff
when invited?
Representative POMPEO. Yes, sir.
Chairman BURR. Do you agree to provide documents or any other
materials requested by the committee in order for the committee to
carry out its oversight and legislative responsibilities?
Representative POMPEO. Yes, sir.
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Chairman BURR. Will you both ensure that your office and your
staff provides such materials to the committee when requested?
Representative POMPEO. Yes, sir.
Chairman BURR. Do you agree to inform and fully brief to the
fullest extent possible all members of the committee on intelligence
activities and covert action, rather than only the chair and the vice
chair?
Representative POMPEO. Yes, sir, subject to-subject to what the
President directs, I do. I will always try and do that.
Chairman BURR. Thank you very much. We'll now proceed to
your opening statement. The floor is yours, Mike.
Representative POMPEO. Thanks very much, Senator Burr, Senator Warner, members of the committee.
Senator Dole, thank you for your kind words this morning. But
more importantly, thank you for your service to our Nation and to
Kansas, as a public servant here, as an elected official, and as a
soldier in World War II. Kansans-and I think it's safe to say your
former colleagues here in the Senate-know they've benefited from
your wit, your patriotism, and your kindness. I sure know that I
have. Thank you so much for agreeing to be here this morning.
Senator Bob, thank you too for your warm introduction. I'm especially grateful for your guidance over the years, not simply because
you're the dean of the Kansas Congressional delegation, but due to
the insights that you've shared with me in your role as the former
chairman of this committee.
Semper fi, sir.
Mr. DOLE. I may have to leave early. I finally got a client.
Representative POMPEO. That's something I completely understand. Thank you very much for being here, sir.
Chairman Burr, Vice Chairman Warner: Thank you for the opportunity to be here today as the nominee for the next Director of
the Central Intelligence Agency. I want to thank the staff of this
committee, too, for their kindness and attention through the nomination process.
I'd like to thank President-elect Trump for nominating me. It's
an honor to be selected as the next steward of the world's foremost
intelligence agency. I look forward to working with Senator Coats,
nominee for the Director of National Intelligence, and supporting
him in his critical role, should we both be confirmed.
I also want to thank Director Brennan and Director Clapper for
their many, many years of selfless service to our Nation. I'm grateful, of course, to the people of the Fourth District of Kansas, who
have entrusted me for the past six years and change to represent
them in the United States House of Representatives. It has been
a true honor.
Finally, I want to thank my patient and patriotic wife Susan and
my son Nicholas, each of whom I love dearly. The two of you have
been so selfless in allowing me to return to public service, first as
a member of Congress and now, if confirmed, working with warriors to keep America safe. I cannot tell you how much it means
to me to have you all here with us today.
Having been a member of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, I understand full well that my job, if confirmed, will be to change roles from centrality of policymaking to
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information-providing. The Director must stay clearly on the side
of collecting intelligence and providing objective analysis to policymakers, including to this committee.
I spent the majority of my life outside of politics, first as an
Army officer and then a litigator and then running two manufacturing businesses in Kansas. Returning to duty that requires hard
work and unerring candor is something that is in my bones.
Today I'd like to briefly sketch some of the challenges the IC
faces in the United States, address trends in intelligence, and describe what I see as the Central Intelligence Agency's role in addressing each of those.
This is the most complicated threat environment the United
States has seen in recent memory. ISIL remains a resilient movement that still controls major urban centers of the Middle East. We
must ensure that they and those they inspire cannot expand their
reach or slaughter more innocent people.
The conflict in Syria is one of the worst humanitarian catastrophes of the 21st century. It has led to the rise of extremism and
sectarianism, as well as further created instability throughout the
region and in Europe, and indeed all across the world.
Iran, the world's largest state sponsor of terror, has become an
even more emboldened and disruptive player in the Middle East.
Russia has reasserted itself aggressively, invading and occupying
Ukraine, threatening Europe, and doing nothing to aid in the destruction and defeat of ISIS.
As China flexes its muscles and expands its military and economic reach, its activities in the South and East China Seas and
in cyberspace are now pushing new boundaries and creating real
tension.
North Korea too has dangerously accelerated its nuclear and missile capabilities.
We all rely on intelligence from around the globe to avoid strategic and tactical surprise. Intelligence helps make the other elements of national power effective, including economic and legal
measures against weapons proliferators, terrorist financiers, and
other criminals. Foreign governments and liaison services are vital
partners in preventing attacks and providing crucial intelligence.
It's important that we all thank and appreciate the foreign partners who stand with us in helping to ensure that we all have the
intelligence we need to keep America safe.
If confirmed, I intend to advocate for a strong and vibrant intelligence community and the CIA's centrality in that community.
There are at least four long-term trends making the urgency of
Central Intelligence paramount:
First, the intelligence community finds itself a potential victim of
longer-term negative budgetary trends, which can weaken the fabric of our intelligence community.
Second, as with the proliferation of chemical and biological weapons and ballistic missile technology, countries such as North Korea
have overcome low barriers to entry to engage in offensive cyber
operations. The United States must continue to invest wisely to
maintain a decisive advantage.
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Third, the effects of dislocation and poor governance present a
critical challenge, but also new targets and opportunities for the
CIA's collection and analysis.
Finally, the insider threat problem has grown exponentially in
the digital age. The greatest threats to America have always been
the CIA's top priority. It will be the CIA's mission and my own if
confirmed to ensure that the Agency remains the best in the world
at its core mission, collecting what enemies do not want us to
know. In short, the CIA must be the world's premier espionage organization.
One emerging and increased focus is the cyber domain. Sophisticated adversaries like China and Russia, as well as less sophisticated adversaries like Iran and North Korea, terrorist groups,
criminal organizations, and hackers are all taking advantage of
this new borderless environment. The CIA must continue to be at
the forefront of this issue.
As the President-elect has made clear, one of my top priorities
if confirmed is to assist in the defeat of ISIS. We must maintain
an aggressive counterterrorism posture and also address manifestations of this great threat beyond ISIS and AI Qaida.
With respect to Iran, we must be rigorously objective in assessing
the progress made under the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action.
While I opposed the Iran deal as a member of Congress, if confirmed, my role will change. I will lead the Agency to pursue aggressive operations and ensure analysts have the time, political
space, and resources to make objective and sound judgments.
Similarly, it's a policy decision with respect to how we will deal
with Russia, but it will be essential for the Agency to provide policymakers with accurate, timely, robust, and complete intelligence
and clear-eyed analysis of Russian activities to the greatest extent
feasible.
As a member of the House Intelligence Committee, I fully appreciate the need for transparency and support from members of Congress. We owe it to our constituents to get to the bottom of intelligence failures. But we owe it to the brave Americans of the intelligence community not to shirk our responsibility when unauthorized disclosures to the media expose controversial intelligence activities or when Edward Snowden, from the comfort of his Moscow
safe house, misleads the American people about our intelligence activities.
On my first visit to CIA headquarters a few years ago, I visited
an analytical targeting cell. Some of you have probably done this
as well. I saw a woman who appeared as though she had not slept
for weeks. She was poring over data on her computer screen. I introduced myself. I asked her what she was working on and she said
she was just hours away from solving a riddle to locate a particularly bad character she had been pursuing for months.
She had her mission. Its completion would make America safer.
She was a true patriot. In the past few years, I have come to know
there are countless men and women just like her in the Agency
working to crush our adversaries.
This past weekend I took a moment and visited Arlington National Cemetery. I've done this many times, but on this visit I paid
special attention to the markers that commemorate CIA officers
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who have perished in ensuring our freedom. In so many places
most Americans will never know, agents put themselves and their
lives at risk. We know the sacrifices of the families of each of these
CIA officers. From their role of performing intelligence, those families sacrifice greatly as well.
As I walked among these heroes, I was reminded of the sacred
trust that will be granted to me if I am confirmed. I will never fail
it.
I am honored to have been nominated to lead the finest intelligence agency the world has ever known, working to keep safe the
people of the greatest Nation in the history of civilization. If confirmed, I will be sworn to defend the U.S. Constitution for the third
time in my life: first as a soldier, then as a member of the House
of Representatives, and now to work with the President and each
of you to keep America safe.
Thank you all for an opportunity to speak with you this morning.
I look forward to your questions.
[The prepared statement of Representative Pompeo follows:]
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Senator Dole, thank you for your kind words. But more importantly, thank you for the great
service you have performed for Kansas and for America both in your life as an elected official,
as a soldier in WWII and as a patriot who worked so hard to build the memorial to honor those
who fought in that war. Every Kansan-and I think it's safe to say, all of your former colleagues
here in the Senate--know that they have benefitted from your wit, your patriotism and your
kindness. I know that I have.

Senator Roberts, thank you too for your kind introduction. I am especially grateful for your
guidance over the years, not simply because you are the Dean of our Kansas Congressional
delegation, but due to your insights as the former Chairman of this committee. As Chairman,
you provided critical leadership during a pivotal and challenging period of American history during the early years of the Global War on Terrorism and the Iraq War- and I hope I can
continue to count on your advice and counsel.

Chairman Burr, Vice-Chairman Warner, Senators - I thank you for the opportunity to appear
before you today as the nominee for the next Director of the Central Intelligence Agency.
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Should I be fortunate enough to be confirmed by the Senate, I hope to visit you more often from
Langley than I have from across the Capitol. I mean this not as a criticism ofrelations between
the two Houses of Congress, but a recognition of how much value I would place on relations
between the CIA and its Congressional overseers.

I want to thank the members and staff of this Committee for their attention to my nomination
over the last few weeks. Since I first joined the House Permanent Select Committee on
Intelligence (HPSCI) in the l l 21h Congress, I have felt a special appreciation for the hard work
that goes into Congressional oversight. The tremendous honor we have in overseeing the
intelligence community is only tempered by the sobering burden of grappling in secret with the
many national security challenges facing our country.

I would like to thank President-elect Trump for nominating me to serve in this role and for the
faith he has shown in me. It is an honor to be selected as the next steward of the premier
intelligence agency that is the CIA. I look forward to working with Senator Dan Coats, nominee
for the Director of National Intelligence, and supporting him in his critical role, if we are both
confirmed.

I want to thank my patient and patriotic wife Susan, and my son Nicholas, each whom I love
dearly. They are both supporting me here this morning. The two of you have been so selfless in
allowing me to return to public service-- first as a member of Congress and, now, if confirmed,
back working with warriors who keep America safe. I cannot tell you how much it means to
have you sitting with me today.
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I am also grateful to the people of the 4th Congressional District of Kansas, who have entrusted
me to represent them in the House of Representatives since 2011. I am proud to have earned and
kept their trust, and have cherished every minute of service to my constituents.

That said, having been a Member of the House Intelligence Committee and an overseer of our
nation's intelligence enterprise, I understand full well that my job, if confirmed, will be to
change roles from policymaker to information provider. My job will be to stay clearly on the
side of intelligence collection and objective analysis of our national security challengespresenting factual intelligence and sound judgments to policymakers, including this Committee.
I have spent the majority of my life outside the realm of politics - as a cavalry officer in the
United States Army, then as a litigator, and then running two manufacturing businesses.
Returning to duty requiring hard work and unerring candor is something that is in my bones.

***
Today, I would like to first briefly sketch some of the specific challenges facing the U.S.;
second, address trends in intelligence I have seen from my post on HPSCI; and finally, describe
what I see as the CIA's role in addressing these challenges.

Threat Environment
First, as many have noted, this is the most complicated threat environment the U.S. has faced in
recent memory. The litany is now familiar:
•

As Director Clapper acknowledged at the beginning of2016: "there are now more Sunni
violent extremist groups, members, and safe havens than at any time in history."
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•

ISIS remains a resilient movement, has metastasized, and shockingly has controlled major
urban centers in the Middle East for well over two years. Whereas a few years ago, we
focused on stemming the flow of foreign fighters going to Syria and Iraq, today, the concern
is making sure they, and those they inspire, are prevented from expanding their reach,
returning home, or slaughtering more innocent people.

•

Syria is a failed state and has become one of the worst humanitarian catastrophes of the 21st
century. This conflict has led to the rise of extremism, sectarianism, instability in the region
and Europe, and the worst refugee crisis the world has faced in recent memory.

•

Iran - the leading state sponsor of terror - has become an emboldened, disruptive player in
the Middle East, fueling tension with our Sunni allies.

•

Russia has reasserted itself aggressively, invading and occupying Ukraine, threatening
Europe, and doing nearly nothing to aid in the destruction of ISIS.

•

As China flexes its muscles and expands its military and economic reach, its activities in the
South and East China Seas and in cyberspace are pushing new boundaries and creating real
tension.

•

North Korea has dangerously accelerated its nuclear and ballistic missile capabilities, with
little regard for international pressure.

•

In an increasingly inter-connected world, the cyber domain presents new and growing
challenges. Using evolving cyber tools, state and non-state actors continue to probe U.S.
systems, exploit vulnerabilities, and challenge our interests.
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Intelligence Trends
Intelligence is vital to every national security issue facing the United States. As some have said,
it is the "lifeblood" of national security and is more in demand than ever.
•

Intelligence enables better-informed decisions by reducing uncertainty; it is critical in
seeking to avoid strategic or tactical surprise, and to giving our armed forces superior domain
awareness.

•

We rely on intelligence from around the globe to keep danger from our shores. High quality
precision intelligence enables our military efforts.

•

More and more, intelligence is critical to making effective other elements of national power
including sanctions against weapons proliferators, cyber criminals, perpetrators of war
crimes, and terrorist financiers.

•

We share capabilities and intelligence to improve relationships in furtherance of our national
security objectives. Foreign governments and liaison services are vital partners in preventing
attacks and providing crucial intelligence. It is important that we thank our foreign partners
for standing with us.

As we face a deteriorating global picture, the U.S. needs to redouble its efforts by ensuring we
have more intelligence, not less. Indeed, senior Intelligence Community leaders worry that
recent budget cuts will have a silent, corrosive effect-weakening the fabric of the intelligence
community. If confirmed, as Director, I intend to be an advocate for a strong and vibrant
intelligence community and for CIA's centrality in that community.
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There are at least five long term trends making the urgency of recognizing and supporting
intelligence critically important.
•

First, the Intelligence Community finds itself a potential victim of a longer term negative
budgetary trend. Given the vital role of intelligence in national security, and given the
increasing threats we face, this makes little sense.

•

Second, technological advancement across the globe, even by non-hostile countries, is
challenging the U.S. advantage, as commercial technologies spread into the hands of those
who wish us harm. The world is gaining on the U.S.

•

We have long seen this dynamic with the proliferation of chemical and biological weapons
and ballistic missile technology, but increasingly in the cyber domain, countries thought to be
unsophisticated, such as North Korea, have overcome what appear to be low technological
barriers of entry to engage in offensive cyber operations. The U.S. must continue to invest
wisely to maintain a decisive advantage.

•

The effects of dislocation, lack of governance, and the rise of non-state actors threaten our
national security and present critical challenges to the Intelligence Community. This is
creating new targets for CIA's intelligence collection and analysis that compete for attention
with the usual state suspects and bad actors.

•

Finally, the insider threat problem has grown exponentially in the digital age.
Counterintelligence is a perennial issue and we must be increasingly aware that those within
our agencies have access to millions of files. By the same token, the use of digital assets by
foreign actors creates intelligence opportunities.
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CIA'sRole
I want to talk in more detail about today's challenges. The greatest threats to our national
security have always been the CIA's top priorities. And the CIA has always been at the forefront
of America's comprehensive efforts to meet these threats. Since September 11, 2001, the CIA's
activities have been extraordinary. As the tip of the spear in the war on terrorism, the CIA has
put tremendous pressure on our enemies, reducing their freedom to plan, communicate and
travel.

The CIA has always played integral roles in America's fight against radical Islamic terror. It
sounded warning bells before 9/11 of al Qaeda's growing global reach. CIA officers were the
first into Afghanistan to lay the groundwork for the military effort that struck a major blow to al
Qaeda and drove the Taliban from power. From understanding and tearing apart al Qaeda in Iraq
networks, to the hunt for bin Laden, the CIA has been at the forefront of the fight every step of
the way.

My outline above of hard targets and challenges merely skims the surface of the potential threats
facing the United States. If confirmed, it will be the CIA' s mission to bring other pressing
problems, risks, and challenges from regions and countries that don't always make the front page
to the attention of senior policymakers. Indeed, if we are doing our job, we will help U.S.
policymakers act early to prevent such problems from becoming front page news.

•

It will also be the CIA's mission, and my own, to ensure the Agency remains the best in the
world at its core mission: discovering the truth and searching out information. In this
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complex threat environment, we must gather intelligence from the most elusive targets and in
the most difficult environments. We will need to rely on liaison services and new
relationships, which are critical to gathering information around the world. Even so, U.S.
intelligence must continue to expand its global coverage to keep up with these threats. While
intelligence sharing relationships with our friends and allies are important, they cannot
replace our own unilateral recruiting and operations. To protect America, the CIA must
continue to be the world's premier espionage service.
•

One obvious emerging area for increased focus - both unilaterally and in conjunction with
our partners - is the cyber domain. The internet - and the connectivity of our world,
systems, and devices

is a borderless, global environment, easily and frequently exploited by

sophisticated adversaries like China and Russia, as well as by less sophisticated adversaries
like Iran and North Korea, non-state actors, terrorist groups, criminal organizations, and
hackers. While NSA and Cyber Command play leading roles, cyber has become critical to
virtually every intelligence operation and CIA must continue to operate at the forefront on
this issue.
•

As the President-elect has made clear, one of my top priorities, if confirmed, is to assist in
defeating ISIS. Radical Islamic terrorism is both a symptom and a catalyst of the terrible
conflicts raging in the Middle East that have created both a humanitarian and strategic
catastrophe. The enduring capability of al Qaeda and its affiliates, the rise and resilience of
ISIS and Islamic extremists in Libya and across the Middle East, and the brutality of al
Shabaab and Boko Haram, should remind us of the need to maintain an aggressive
counterterrorism posture. It is also critical to address what manifestations of this threat and
ideology emerge - beyond ISIS and al Qaeda.
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•

We must also be rigorously fair and objective in assessing the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action. As the deal permits domestic enrichment and other nuclear research and
development, U.S. policymakers will need increased intelligence collection and insightful
analysis. While as a Member of Congress I opposed the Iran deal, if confirmed, my role will
change. It will be to drive the Agency to aggressively pursue collection operations and
ensure analysts have the time, political space, and resources to make objective and
methodologically sound judgments. If confirmed, I will present their judgments to
policymakers.

•

The same goes for Russia. It is a policy decision as to what to do with Russia, but I
understand it will be essential that the Agency provide policymakers with accurate
intelligence and clear-eyed analysis of Russian activities.

•

The Agency must also serve as the nation's sentinel for new and emerging threats and trends,
monitoring the convergence of rogue actors and capabilities, and sources of instability that
can spread across the globe and undermine U.S. national security. This means that the
Agency needs the means, capabilities, reach, and awareness to understand and convey where
threats are emerging and how U.S. interests may be vulnerable. This requires constant
innovation, analytic rigor, and operational flexibility

hallmarks of the CIA.

As a Member of the House Intelligence Committee, I fully appreciate the need for transparency
with the Congressional oversight committees. If the Intelligence Community does not secure the
support of the appropriate Congressional authorities for its activities, the legislative backlash
from controversial intelligence failures and controversies can be severe and counterproductive.
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We owe it to our constituents to get to the bottom of intelligence failures - as this Committee did
with the pre-war Iraq intelligence. But we owe it to the brave Americans of the intelligence
community not to shirk our responsibility when unauthorized disclosures to the media expose
controversial intelligence activities, or when Edward Snowden, from the comfort of his Moscow
safe house, misleads the American people about the NSA's surveillance activities.

I cannot stress strongly enough how proud of the CIA's workforce Americans would be if they
could peek behind the curtains, as the Committee gets to do, to see them in action. The
incredible talent, bravery, and ingenuity these patriots put on the line every day in defense of our
country are constant inspirations to me.

On my first visit out to the CIA headquarters a few years ago, I was walking through an
analytical targeting cell. I saw a woman who appeared as though she had not slept for weeks,
poring over a data set on her screen. I stopped, introduced myself and asked her what she was
working on. She said she thought she was just hours away from solving a riddle about the
location of a particularly bad character that she had been pursuing for months. She was not
about to abandon her post. She had her mission and its completion would make America safer.
A true patriot. In the past years, I have come to know that there are countless men and women
just like her working to crush our adversaries with world class intelligence operations.

As these quiet professionals grapple with an overwhelming series of challenges in this
increasingly uncertain world, they deserve our support and our respect. When we ask them to do
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difficult things, they should not have to wonder whether we will stand beside them if things go
sideways. We should have their backs. Full stop.

When there are intelligence failures, operations that go off the rails, or controversial disclosures,
ifl am fortunate enough to be confirmed, I pledge to come to the Committee in a timely fashion
- and be as forthcoming as possible. But I believe that leaders of the Intelligence Community
and Congress owe it to the young men and women who risk their lives for us to do our utmost to
keep mistakes from being politicized.

This past weekend, I visited Arlington National Cemetery. I've done this many times, but on
this visit, I paid special attention to the markers that commemorate CIA officers who have
perished ensuring our freedom and working to meet America's intelligence demands. From
Afghanistan to Korea and from Lebanon to Africa, and in so many places most Americans will
never know, Agency officers put their lives at risk. Too often, because of the nature of their
work, we know little about these men and women and what they do. What we do know, is that
they were prepared to give so much for each of us. We know the sacrifices of the families of
each CIA officer as well. As I walked among these heroes, I was reminded of the sacred trust
that will be granted to me if I am confirmed. I will never fail it.

I am honored to have been nominated to lead the finest intelligence agency the world has ever
known-working to keep safe the people of the greatest nation in the history of civilization. If
confirmed, I will be sworn to defend the United States Constitution for the third time in my life -
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first as a soldier, then as a member of the House of Representatives, and, now, to work for the
President and with each of you.

I look forward to your questions today.
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Chairman BURR. Mr. Pompeo, thank you for your testimony this
morning.
For members, we will recognize based upon seniority for five
minutes of questions. I would note for members, there is a closed
session of this hearing that will start promptly at 1:00 p.m. I would
remind members that we're in open session and that the questions
for Representative Pompeo today in this session should be limited
to those that can be discussed and answered in open session. I
trust that if you ask something that can't, the witness will make
sure that he answers it when we get to closed session.
That said, Mike, I'm certain that from your experience on HPSCI
and specifically your involvement in the House Select Committee
on Benghazi investigation you understand how valuable intelligence can be to oversight. If asked by the committee, will you provide the raw intelligence and sourcing behind Agency finished
products and assessments if in fact this committee needs it to complete its job?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, I have been on the other side
of this and I know how central it is to make sure you have all that
you need to perform your oversight function for intelligence collection activities and all that the Agency does. You have my commitment that I will always do everything I can to make sure I give
you the information that you need, including an expanded set of information.
I understand on a handful of issues you have reached agreement.
I heard Director Clapper testify before you. I believe it was last
week; it may have been the beginning of this week. I promise to
honor the commitment that Director Clapper made to this committee.
Chairman BURR. Thank you for that.
There has been much discussion about the role of the Central Intelligence Agency and what it played in the detention and interrogation of terrorism suspects as part of the RDI program. These detention facilities operated by the CIA have long since been closed.
President Obama officially ended the program seven years ago.
I think the debate space on this subject has become confused and
I'm certain that the law is now very, very clear. Do you agree that
it would require a change in the law for the CIA or any government agency to lawfully employ any interrogation techniques beyond those defined in the Army Field Manual?
Representative POMPEO. I do.
Chairman BURR. You have been an outspoken critic in the past
of the policy and activities of this Administration, when you were
serving representing the people of the Fourth District of Kansas.
As head of the CIA, you'll be in a position to speak truth to power
and provide the President with your Agency's unbiased, unvarnished, and best assessment of threats facing our Nation, assessments that will inform his approach to those very policies and activities that you may have criticized in the past.
Will you be able to set politics aside and provide the President
with clear-eyed assessments free of political interference?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, I appreciate the question.
When you say that, I understand the question that you're asking.
I spent my life telling the truth, sometimes in very, very difficult
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situations-as a lieutenant, as a member of Congress, in fact as a
member of the oversight committee. Sometimes we get placed in
difficult situations, talking to our constituents about things that
matter an awful lot to the American national security. Sometimes
we just can't reveal them.
You have my commitment that every day I will not only speak
truth to power, but I will demand that the men and women who
I have come to know well over these past few years, who live their
lives doing just that, will be willing, able, and follow my instructions to do that each and every day.
Chairman BURR. Thank you for that.
Vice Chairman.
Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Again, Congressman, it's great to see you. To ensure that I don't
end up with a light outage again, I won't read you the second half
of my statement. But I do want to get you on the record, Mike, on
a couple of issues that we had discussed, particularly about this inquiry into Russian active measures.
I wanted to also reiterate the Chairman's comments on the absolute necessity to make sure that you bring forward this analysis in
an unvarnished way. I think you have made that clear to the
Chairman. I know you have made it clear to me on a private basis.
So let me go into some of these questions fairly quickly.
Do you accept the conclusions of the IC regarding Russia's active
measures?
Representative POMPEO. Senator Warner, I do. I had my briefing.
I attended the meeting at which the President-elect was briefed.
Everything I have seen suggests to me that the report is an analytical product that is sound.
Senator WARNER. Do you pledge to cooperate with the SSCI's
special inquiry and to provide, if possible, all necessary materials
and access to personnel?
Representative POMPEO. Senator Warner, I do. I think that's incredibly important.
Senator WARNER. Do you plan to continue your own investigation
into ongoing Russian active measures and any attempts they or
others may have to undermine the United States, our political system, or our position in the world?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, I do. Indeed, I would expect
that the President-elect would demand that of me. It is fully my
intention. I should share, that's my view with respect to all the
products that the Central Intelligence Agency produces. If we continue to develop intelligence that is worth our salt we will continue
to gain insights that are valuable to policymakers, to the Presidentelect, and you. I will continue to pursue foreign intelligence collection with vigor no matter where the facts lead.
Senator WARNER. Congressman, I have been critical of the tenor
of some of the President-elect's comments about the workforce and
the professionalism of the IC. In your opening statement you were
very eloquent about the woman who had been without sleep for
some time. In light of some of those comments, I have concerns
about the morale throughout the IC, but particularly the CIA at
this point.
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What plan do you have to go in and reassure people who work
at the CIA and how we make sure, in a world where it's increasingly challenging to get people to step up and serve, both in terms
of recruitment and retention, that you can reaffirm that you have
the CIA employees' backs?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, let me begin by saying I am
confident that the Central Intelligence Agency will play a role for
this Administration, as for every previous Administration, providing powerful intelligence that shapes policy and decision-making
inside this Administration. I am confident that President-elect
Trump will not only accept that, but demand it, from the men and
women, not only of the CIA, but throughout all the 17 intelligence
communities.
With respect to me personally, I have come to understand the
value of the Central Intelligence Agency. I have seen the morale
through tough times where they have been challenged before and
I've watched them walk through fire to make sure that they did
their jobs in a professional way and that they always were aimed
at getting the truth in depth, in a robust way, to policymakers. I
have every confidence that not only will I demand that, but that
they will continue to do that under my leadership if I am confirmed.
Senator WARNER. It's going to be an ongoing challenge. If confirmed, obviously I wish you the best. It's critically important. I see
many of the CIA employees. I have the opportunity to represent
them. They live in the Commonwealth of Virginia. They work in
this region. And it's been a challenging time for them.
I also want to get to, in light of some of the comments during
the campaign the President-elect made, I think a subset of this
issue as well is making sure going forward that the CIA represents
the diversity of the world in terms of Muslim-Americans being engaged. How do we reassure them, in light of some of the comments
that have been made?
Also, I concur with you that the challenge from ISIL is an enormous one. How do we make sure---how do we go forward to make
sure that our Muslim allies in our fight against ISIL, that they're
going to continue to have a strong partner in the United States and
not one that is going to in any way discriminate based upon faith?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, it's absolutely imperative. We
have a workforce out at the Agency that's incredibly diverse. As
you all well know, to achieve their mission we have to have folks
from a broad background set, as well as language skills that represent all parts of the world, so that we can perform our intelligence operations properly.
And we have partners in a Muslim world that provide us intelligence and who we share with in ways that are incredibly important to keeping America safe. I'm counting on, and I know you are
as well, that these liaison partnerships will continue to be additive
to American national security. You have my commitment that our
workforce will continue to be diverse. I hope we can even expand
that further, so that we can perform our incredibly important intelligence collection operations around the world.
Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman BURR. Senator Risch.
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Senator RISCH. Mr. Chairman, I've spent a considerable amount
of time with Mike over the years and recently, and we're on a short
string here. I'm going to reserve my questions until we get to the
closed hearing. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman BURR. Senator Feinstein.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Thanks very much, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to begin by saying I really appreciate the private
meeting we had an opportunity to have. For me it was a clarification. I do appreciate your apology. I take it with the sincerity with
which you gave it.
I want to ask one follow-up question to what the Chairman
asked, and that's dealing with those enhanced interrogation techniques. That is that, if you were ordered by the President to restart
the CIA's use of enhanced interrogation techniques that fall outside
of the Army Field Manual, would you comply?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, absolutely not. Moreover, I
can't imagine that I would be asked that by the President-elect or
then-President. I voted for the change to put the Army Field Manual in place as a member of Congress. I understand that law very,
very clearly and am also deeply aware that any changes to that
will come through Congress and the President.
Senator FEINSTEIN. And regular order?
Representative POMPEO. And regular order, yes, ma'am, absolutely.
With respect to outlines of what's in the Army Field Manual,
there's no doubt in my mind about the limitations in place, not only
on the DOD, but on the Central Intelligence Agency. I'll always
comply with the law.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Another question: How will you handle the
President-elect's refutation of the intelligence community's high assessment that Russian intelligence units, namely the GRU and the
FSB, did in fact hack and spear phish into the campaigns and parties of both political parties this past campaign season?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, as with-I think I answered
Senator Warner the same way. My obligation as the Director of the
CIA is to tell every policymaker the facts as best the intelligence
agency has developed them. With respect to this report in particular, it's pretty clear that what took place, about Russian involvement in efforts to hack information and to have an impact on
American democracy.
I'm very clear about what that intelligence report says, and I
have every expectation as we continue to develop the facts I will
relay those, not only to the President, but to the team around him
and to you all, so that we can have a robust discussion about how
to take on what is an enormous threat from cyber.
I think you know that. You have lived it. This is very real. It is
growing. It is not new in that sense. But this was an aggressive
action taken by the senior leadership inside of Russia, and America
has an obligation, and the CIA has a part in that obligation, to protect that information.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Thank you very much. I appreciate that.
Representative POMPEO. Thank you, Senator. And if I may say
too, thank you very much for coming back today. I hope that your
recovery is a speedy one.
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Senator FEINSTEIN. Thank you. I appreciate that.
You and I discussed Director Brennan's beginning efforts on
modernization of the CIA and trying to set up a different mechanism which would make it more effective. What can you tell us
today about how you would proceed in that direction?
Representative POMPEO. Senator Feinstein, there was a major
modernization program that, frankly, is still in the shakeout cruise
at the Agency. It's been going on for a while, but still lots of things
to work through.
My observations from my time as a member of Congress are that
the goals were noble and they were trying to get to the right place,
and that in fact many of the changes that were made may well end
up making sense. But I think we have an obligation, as I go in, to
evaluate that, share those evaluations with you.
I've heard from a number of you about your observations about
its effectiveness. Some of you have a set of views that are opposed.
You may not even know that about each other's views yet. But I'm
going to take a look. My expectation is that from my time as a
small business person, when you make a change of this scope and
scale that you don't get everything right in that.
My obligation is to make sure we've got everything right, that
there are clear lines of decision-making and authority, and that the
analytic product that is coming out is true and clear and real.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Just one last question. You mentioned the
Iranians and what we call the JCPOA. I think, regardless of what
everyone thinks of the settlement, Iran has shipped some 25,000
pounds of enriched uranium out of the country. It has dismantled
or removed two-thirds of its centrifuges. It's removed the core from
its Arak heavy water reactor and filled it with concrete, and it's
provided unprecedented access to its nuclear facilities and supply
chain. Iran's estimated breakout time has moved from two to three
months to a year or more.
In November on Fox News, you said you can't think of a single
good thing that's come from the Iran nuclear deal, not one. Now,
thus far the CIA has provided oversight to this committee with
very solid analysis of what the level of compliance is, and thus far
it has been extraordinarily positive.
I'd like you to comment on this, because-particularly your comments, because this nuclear deal is in effect just that. It doesn't include other things that are bad things that Iran has done. It's just
the nuclear agreement, and they have in fact conformed to it thus
far. So would you comment, please?
Representative POMPEO. Yes, Senator. First, you have my commitment that, if I am confirmed, that the Agency will continue to
evaluate their compliance with the agreement in the way you just
described the Agency has been doing to date. I agree with you that
that work has been good and robust and that intelligence I think
is important to policymakers as they make decisions.
I think my comments were referring to the post-January 6, 2015,
rampage of Iranian increased activity, and I know you share my
concern about that as well. So when I was speaking to the risks
Iran presents, it was certainly from those activities, whether it's
the fact that they now have missiles that we've had to fire back at
in Yemen in support of the Houthis or that they're still holding
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Americans in Iran. Those are the concerns that I was addressing
that day.
You have my commitment as the Director of the CIA, ifl am confirmed, that we will continue to provide you the intelligence to understand both what's taking place in the nuclear arena with respect to the JCPOA and its compliance, as well as to the set of activities that are outside of that.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Thank you very much. I appreciate that.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman BURR. Senator Rubio.
Senator RUBIO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Pompeo, thank you, first of all, for your service to our country repeatedly, in the Army, in Congress, and now here in this new
role.
I know we're going to have a closed hearing later today, so the
questions I'm about to ask you I'd ask that you answer based on
open source information available to the general public and also
your understanding of the law of war as a graduate of West Point
and your service as an officer of the U.S. Army.
First of all, your understanding as an officer of the U.S. Army,
is the military targeting of civilians a violation of the law of war?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, intentional targeting of civilians is absolutely a violation of the law of war.
Senator RUBIO. Based on open source information available to
the general public, in the conflict in Syria have Russian forces conducted repeated attacks against civilian targets?
Representative POMPEO. Sir, based on open source reporting, it
appears that they have.
Senator RUBIO. Do you believe, based on your knowledge, again,
acquired through open sources and your just general knowledge of
geopolitics, that Russian military forces could conduct repeated attacks against targets in Aleppo, Syria, without the express direction of Vladimir Putin?
Representative POMPEO. It seems intensely unlikely to me, Senator.
Senator RUBIO. Again, all the answers you just gave were based
on open sources, unclassified?
Representative POMPEO. Yes, sir.
Senator RUBIO. The second question I have is: I think you have
already said that you accept this as a fact, that there was indeed
an effort by Russian intelligence and others associated with the
Russian government to conduct a campaign of active measures in
the United States designed to sow doubt about the credibility of our
elections and our democracy, to sow divisions and chaos in our politics, to undermine the credibility of political leaders and the like.
You agree with that assessment that we are in the throes of an active measures campaign that probably predates this campaign, but
was certainly ratcheted up?
Representative POMPEO. Yes, Senator. It's a longstanding effort
of the Russians. And frankly, there are others out there engaged
in a similar set of activities. It is something America needs to take
seriously, a threat that we are vulnerable to today.
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Senator RUBIO. And in fact, it is the exact activity they have undertaken, for example, in Europe and other countries as well, and
we've seen the same sort of pattern in other places, correct?
Representative POMPEO. Yes, Senator. I'll add to that. We have
elections, important elections, taking place in Europe and around
the world. We need to be deeply cognizant about all of the foreign
actors with malign intent who are attempting to impact those elections as well.
I think the CIA has a role in trying to understand that threat
and indeed in a fundamental way sharing that with each and every
member of the policymaking community.
Senator RUBIO. I'm not asking you to divulge any intelligence or
classified information. Just in your judgment, as you see the state
of American politics and political discourse-a President-elect who
has questioned at times the judgment of our intelligence agencies,
opponents to our President-elect who continuously question the legitimacy of his election, the shameful leak in the media regarding
unsubstantiated, unsourced negative information designed to
smear the President-elect, the fact that Russia and President Putin
have become a dominant theme in political coverage in this country
for the better part of three months, if not longer-as you look at
all of that, in your personal opinion is Vladimir Putin and the Russians looking at all this and saying, we've done a really good job
of creating chaos, division, instability in the American political
process?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, you've put a lot into that, but
let me try and unpack it just a tad. I certainly want to make sure
and talk only about my observations and judgments based on unclassified information. I have no doubt that the discourse that's
been taking place is something that Vladimir Putin would look at
and say: Wow, that was among the objectives that I had, to sow
doubt among the American political community, to suggest somehow that American democracy is not unique.
I believe that it is fundamentally unique and special around the
world. It shouldn't surprise any of us at all that the leadership inside of Russia used this as something that might well redound to
their benefit.
Senator RUBIO. My last question involves an area that you may
not get asked by anybody else on the committee. You might. But
it regards the Western Hemisphere. I just ask if you will pledge to
work within the interagency to make sure that collection and coverage in the Western Hemisphere, in particular nations like Cuba,
Venezuela, Nicaragua, Ecuador, and Bolivia, that we focus on
threats that might emanate from these places?
Representative POMPEO. Yes.
Senator RUBIO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman BURR. Senator Wyden.
Senator WYDEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Congressman, for coming down to visit.
At a time when the President-elect is on record as supporting
torture, blocking Americans' ability to protect themselves with
strong encryption, and has encouraged the outsourcing of intelligence-gathering to the Russians, it's my view you're going to have
an enormous challenge to be an advocate for honorable policies.
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It's already clear that several key members of the Presidentelect's national security team advocate illegal policies. So this
morning my view is we need to find out what you're for. I'm just
going to take us through some of the issues we talked about in the
office.
Let's start with surveillance, if we could. You recently wrote an
op-ed article saying that Congress ought to pass a new law reestablishing collection of all metadata. Those are your words, "all
metadata." So you would basically get the Congress and the country back into the business of collecting millions and millions of
phone records on law-abiding people.
You go on in this op-ed article to say that these phone records
ought to be combined with "publicly available financial and lifestyle
information" into a "comprehensive, searchable database." So you
would be in favor of a new law collecting all of this data about the
personal lives of our people.
I think that it would be helpful if you could start by saying, are
there any boundaries in your view to something this sweeping?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, you and I did have a chance to
discuss this. There are, of course, boundaries to this. First and foremost, they begin with legal boundaries that exist today.
That piece that I was referring to was talking about the U.S.
Government's obligation to do all that it can in a lawful, constitutional manner to collect foreign intelligence important to keeping
Americans safe.
Senator WYDEN. Congressman, that's not true. We were talking
and you said collecting all metadata.
Representative POMPEO. Yes, Senator.
Senator WYDEN. All metadata.
Representative POMPEO. If I might just continue: Yes, I still continue to stand behind the commitment to keep Americans safe by
conducting lawful intelligence collection. When I was referring to
metadata, I was talking about the metadata program that the USA
Freedom Act has now changed in fundamental ways. I, you should
recall, voted for the USA Freedom Act and I understand its restrictions, its restrictions on efforts by all of the U.S. Government to
collect information.
Senator WYDEN. But you wrote this op-ed since the passage of
the law, so after the law passed you said: Let's get back into the
business of collecting all of this metadata. I'm curious: What kind
of information about finances and lifestyles would you not enter
into your idea of this giant database?
Representative POMPEO. Sir, first of all, I have to begin by saying
today that would be-in most instances what you refer to there
would be lawful under current law. So as the Director of the CIA,
you have my assurance that we will not engage in unlawful activity.
But I think this committee, the American people, demand that
if there is publicly available information someone has out there on
a publicly available site, I think we have an obligation to use that
information to keep Americans safe. If someone's out there on their
Facebook page talking about an attack or plotting an attack
against America, I think you would find the Director of the Central
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Intelligence Agency grossly negligent if they don't pursue that information.
Senator WYDEN. Congressman, I don't take a back seat to anybody in terms of protecting this country when our security is on the
line. I wrote the section of the Freedom Act that gives the government emergency authority to move when it's critical to protect the
country.
That's not what we're talking about here. You're talking about
your interest in setting up a whole new metadata collection system
which is far more sweeping than anything the Congress has been
looking at.
If you would, before we vote I would like you to furnish in writing what kind of limits you think there ought to be on something
like this.
[The information referred to follows:]
Senator WYDEN. Let me see if I can get in one more question.
The President-elect had indicated, on the Apple issue, that in effect
he thought that there shouldn't be strong encryption and that he
basically would consider pushing for mandated back doors into
encrypted products. That's been the position of the FBI and some
influential members of Congress.
Now, you have not been a cheerleader, as far as I can tell, for
weakening strong encryption, which is something I think that
sounds constructive. If you're confirmed as CIA Director, are you
willing to take the President, the FBI, and influential members of
Congress on on this issue? Because I think it's clear, weakening
strong encryption will leave us less safe. I'd like to hear your views
with respect to strong encryption, and would you be willing to take
the President, the FBI, influential members of Congress on when
they advocate it? Because they are going to.
Representative POMPEO. Senator, first of all, I did not mean at
all to suggest you were second to anyone with respect to keeping
America safe. If I implied that, I did not intend that. You should
know I take a back seat to no one with respect to protecting Americans' privacy, either. I think that is incredibly, incredibly important.
With respect to encryption, it's a complicated issue. I know
enough about it to begin to form judgments, but I want to talk to
you about the process, the framework I'll use. I think this applies
across a broad range of issues we've discussed today. When we're
dealing about an issue like encryption, that has commercial implications, national security implications, privacy implications, I will
do my best to understand what it means to the Central Intelligence
Agency and what it means to our capacity to keep America safe,
and I will represent its interests as my part of a larger effort to
make sure that we get the policy decision right.
And if in fact it is the conclusion of the folks out at the Agency
and our team and I concur in that assessment, I can assure you
I will present that rigorously. Whatever the views of the person or
any of the members of his team, I will do my best to get that right
in my role as the Director of the CIA if I am confirmed.
Senator WYDEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman BURR. Senator Collins.
Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Pompeo, first let me say that I was really heartened by our
meeting and our telephone call, in which you showed that you fully
understood the role that you have as CIA Director to keep this
committee well informed. I expressed to you my frustration on
questioning members of the Intelligence Committee and then finding that there was more to the story and that there were omissions
at times, not deception but omissions; and even more frustrating
reading in the paper the next day leaks that have come from the
Administration, not necessarily the CIA.
I think that erodes the trust that is essential for us to perform
our oversight function, which is absolutely critical since you don't
have the regular oversight mechanisms. Just for the record, if you
could reassure me again on your willingness to be very forthright
with this committee, I'd appreciate it.
Representative POMPEO. Yes, ma'am. I can assure you of that.
We talked about the fact that I have lived that life a bit as well.
I understand it's not only in-that interest is so broad. This is
what you spoke to. You mentioned it here. This is a unique space
where we operate in places where the American public doesn't always get a chance to see everything.
So the willingness to make sure that we share this information
with policymakers who we trust will keep this information safe and
secure and handle this information appropriately is absolutely critical. You have my assurance I'll do everything to make sure that
this committee has a relationship with the Agency that is forthright each and every day.
Senator COLLINS. Thank you.
I want to turn to the issue of cyber threats and cyber security,
which has been an obsession of mine for many years, since Joe Lieberman and I tried to bring a cyber security bill to the floor in
2012, only to have it filibustered.
I believe that the recent focus on the cyber intrusions in the campaign has greatly increased the public's awareness of this problem.
But the fact is that the cyber intrusions go far beyond the political
space, troubling and appalling though that is. There was a 2015
memo by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary of Defense that said that the Department of Defense is subjected-this was a public memo-is subjected to 100,000 attempted
cyber attacks each day.
Now, those are attempts. Not all of them go through. They're
from nation-states, they're from terrorist groups, they're from hackers, they're from international criminal gangs, you name it. That's
three million per month.
How would you assess our preparedness in the cyber domain?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, we've got lots of work to do,
may be the best way to summarize that. Not only the government
that is protecting our systems-and we have talked a lot in the last
few days about systems that belong to private entities, political private entities. But I know that you have done a great deal of work
in making sure that the national infrastructure, including its private sector infrastructure, has the capacity to do what it needs to
keep not only business issues in the place they need to be-a lot
of these folks are subcontractors to the United States Government,
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as well as private companies that have important information
about American national security activities.
So we have an awful lot of work to do. There is no reason to expect that this threat is going to diminish. And that will take a
whole-of-government effort to do, shared by the Executive Branch
and the Legislative Branch to achieve better cyber security for the
national infrastructure as well.
Senator COLLINS. Let me very quickly express two concerns
about Iran. One, there are increasing reports that Iran is using its
civilian air fleet for illicit purposes, including the transfer of arms
to terrorist groups. If confirmed, would you make a priority to provide an assessment to Congress of whether or not Iran is using its
civilian air fleet for such purposes?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, I will. I'm happy to share with
you, too-I've read about this as well. I'm happy to share with you
in closed session the knowledge that I have. It concerns me greatly,
the activities of Iran Air and Mahan Air that are taking place
today in Iran.
Senator COLLINS. Finally, do you believe that the monitoring and
verification regime in our agreement with Iran, the JCPOA, as currently constructed is adequate to ensure that Iran is fully complying with the agreement? Do you think that the IAEA has sufficient access to detect any Iranian cheating?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, the Iranians are professionals
at cheating. So I think we have a very sound inspection regime. I
have to tell you, I worry about the fact of a thing we do not know
we do not know. So you have my commitment that I will continue
to improve and enhance our capacity to understand that and do everything I can to diminish the risk that in fact we are missing
something.
Senator COLLINS. Thank you.
Chairman BURR. Senator Heinrich.
Senator HEINRICH. Thank you, Chairman.
Thank you, Congressman Pompeo, for taking the time to sit
down with me earlier this week and for your willingness to answer
the prehearing questions that a number of us submitted to you. I
hope your responsiveness to committee inquiries continues
unabated should you be confirmed. That was certainly the tone
that you set with me in the office and I appreciate that.
As I told you in our conversation, I have serious concerns over
the last few years that that has not always been the lay of the land
between the Director and this committee.
I understand that the DCIA has a mandate to be fully supportive
of the men and women who work there. That is critical. However,
I also hope that, if you are lucky enough to fill that very important
position, that we will have a new approach of being open in hearings and with regard to Congressional oversight.
I want to start on an issue that was central in some of the prehearing questions and in our conversation. You indicated that you
would seek the counsel of experts at the CIA to determine whether
adhering to the Army Field Manual in conducting interrogations
was an impediment to gathering vital intelligence. You've been
supportive of the use of enhanced interrogation techniques in the
past, saying back in September of 2014 that President Obama has
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continually refused to take the war on radical Islamic terrorism seriously, and cited ending our interrogation program in 2009 as an
example.
Can you commit to this committee that under current law, which
limits interrogation to the Army Field Manual, that you will comply with that law and that the CIA is out of the enhanced interrogation business?
Representative POMPEO. Yes, you have my full commitment to
that, Senator Heinrich.
Senator HEINRICH. Thank you.
Let me jump to another issue. Senator Wyden had touched on
this earlier, but I want to follow up a little bit. As the Director and
as somebody who sat on the House Intelligence Committee over the
last couple of years, you are very familiar with the changes in the
law that have been made. Under current law, the USA Freedom
Act that was passed recently, what changes in that law would you
encourage the Administration to seek, if any?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, I currently have no intention of
seeking such changes. But I think we discussed when we met, I am
certain ifl am confirmed to learn a great deal and develop a deeper
understanding and hear lots of views inside the Agency. And I will,
I'll look to experts there and experts outside. If in fact I conclude
that there needs to be changes to the USA Freedom Act to protect
America, I will bring them to you, and I have full expectations that
you will consider them fairly as well.
Senator HEINRICH. I know we were recently briefed on basically
the status of being able to collect important information under that
law. I would assume that there was probably a similar briefing on
the House side. Were you a part of that? And do you feel like, at
least with what you know today, that the surveillance that needs
to be done is happening under that structure while protecting innocent Americans from unnecessary intrusion?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, I've not had a chance to have
a complete briefing on that, but I can say that I have not heard
anything that suggests that there is a need for change today.
Senator HEINRICH. Jumping once again over to the JCPOA, I
know that the day before you were nominated to be the Director
you said that you look forward to, quote, "rolling back the Iran
deal." How would you characterize your position on that today, and
would you stand by that statement?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, just so the record can reflect it,
that communication was approved before I was aware that I was
going to be the nominee to the Central Intelligence Agency.
Having said that, look: I spoke to this a great deal. It was my
view that the JCPOA was a mistake for American national security. I believed that. But it's also the case that after that I came
to an understanding that that was the arrangement this President
thought was in the best interests of America, and I worked to make
sure it was fully implemented.
Now, if I'm confirmed I'll continue to do that in my role as the
Director of the CIA. I will endeavor to provide straight information
to you about the progress that the JCPOA has made toward reducing the threat from Iranian nuclear activity and share with you
when that's not happening as well.
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Senator HEINRICH. Thank you, Congressman.
Chairman BURR. Senator Blunt.
Senator BLUNT. Thank you, Chairman.
Congressman, I know we were all pleased to get a chance to visit
with you privately. Quickly, you reached out to members on this
committee and met with us, and we'll have a chance to visit later
today in the classified setting.
I would go back a little bit to your discussion with Senator
Wyden. One of your last comments you made there was you gave
ground to no one in respecting America's privacy. If you want to
give any examples of that in your House career, that would be fine.
But as I understand-as I understood what I thought was that discussion about a more expanded collection effort, it was collecting
things that people had chosen to no longer keep private-collecting
things on social media that people had put out there.
I believe at some point you mentioned that somebody was talking
about an activity that could be terrorist or other related, that they
directed the CIA should have some interest in that.
Am I right, you see a different privacy standard if someone is
trying to maintain their privacy as opposed to someone who's putting information out there that anyone can see?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, of course. And I may not have
added there-Chairman BURR. Mike, hit your button.
Representative POMPEO. Yes, sir.
I may not have added there, the primary responsibility for that
here in the United States is not the Central Intelligence Agency.
There would be other agencies inside the Federal Government. So
in the first instance, the focus in the Central Intelligence Agency
is foreign intelligence collection. Make no mistake about that.
But yes, I was referring to things that were in the public space
that the U.S. Government wanted to make sure they understood
fully and that we didn't leave publicly available information off of
things that we were using to prevent all kinds of bad and terrorist
activity here in the United States. As a member of Congress, I
voted repeatedly on pieces of legislation that were important for
protection of American privacy. It's something that, if you come
from south-central Kansas and people know-you know that, being
from Missouri-people are deeply cognizant of the need for space
for themselves to live away from the government. It is something
that I hold dear and treasure myself as well.
Senator BLUNT. On the issue of encryption, I for some time on
this committee and even in public hearings, and specifically in public hearings, have had both the Director of the FBI and NSA-I can
recall both of them saying encryption is the best thing out there
and maybe in some cases the worst thing out there.
There seems to be a real sense that encryption is more often a
cyber protection than something that we should create a way
around. What's your view of encryption in an ongoing way and
what the government could or should do to try to permeate the
encryption that's already out there in equipment?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, I always start on this topic reminding that my role as the Director of the CIA is first to comply
with the law. So as you develop policies around encryption, you
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have my assurance that I'll always direct the people who work for
me to comply with the law with respect to private communications.
Second, I think we need to acknowledge that encryption is out
there and that not all encryption takes place here in the United
States, and that the rules and policies that we put in place in
America are things that the intelligence community is going to
have to figure out a way to perform its function knowing that that
encryption will continue to be out there.
Then finally, we've spent a lot of time talking about how we handle encrypted devices for Americans or encryption here in the
United States. My effort will be to understand it more fully, to
make sure that I understand its impact on my role to keep America
safe, to work alongside and develop a set of policies to achieve that
goal, while still achieving all the other goals that we have here in
America.
Senator BLUNT. And spending some time in House Intelligence,
seeing the relationship between the DNI and the CIA, what do you
think you can do to add to the ability of the DNI to do the originally stated job of coordinating information, being sure everybody
has access to the information that's out there in a better way than
we are currently seeing?
Representative POMPEO. The statute is pretty clear about our respective roles and responsibilities. I have had a chance to reread
that a couple times since my nomination. I'm excited at Senator
Coats' nomination. If he's confirmed, I look forward to working
alongside of him.
I've also read the histories. I know that there have been conflicts
between the Director of National Intelligence and the Director of
the Central Intelligence Agency. In my role as a small business
owner, I saw that, too, where there's different people with different
roles and you'd see conflict. My effort was every day to work hard
to make sure that we were additive, that we each found our own
space, that we worked across those borders, not only individually,
but that we directed our individual organizations to accomplish
that as well.
So it's not just the two senior officials, I think, that have had
conflict. We need to make sure our organizations each understand
that there's a place for the Director of National Intelligence, to ensure that there is good communication among the dozen-plus intelligence agencies, and that that information is shared in a timely
fashion, and that the Director of the CIA has his plate full performing his primary functions as well.
Senator BLUNT. Thank you.
Thank you, Chairman.
Chairman BURR. Senator King.
Senator KING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman Pompeo, welcome. I always-as we discussed, I believe that an outside view of an agency that tends to be-not tends
to be, but is-secretive is an important point of view. So I appreciate your willingness to serve.
The larger question-the great foreign policy mistakes of my lifetime---Vietnam, Bay of Pigs, and Iraq-all were based in one way
or another on bad intelligence or, more accurately, intelligence that
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was tailored to fit the demands of the policymakers. You can't read
the history of those decisions without coming to that conclusion.
There is no more intimidating spot on the face of this Earth than
the Oval Office. Will you commit to giving the Commander in
Chief, the President, unpleasant news that may be inconsistent
with his policy preferences, based upon the best intelligence that
the CIA can develop?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, you have my commitment.
While I today am going to avoid talking about conversations that
the President and I had with as much energy and effort as I can,
I can tell you that I have assured the President-elect that I'll do
that as well. I shared with him that my role is central to him performing his function and important and critical only when I perform my function in that way, when I take the great work that
these men and women put their lives at risk to develop and I deliver that to every policymaker in a way that is straight up and forward. I commit to doing that with you and the President.
Senator KING. If he doesn't say at some point "Mike, I'm disappointed in you. Is that the best you can do?", you've failed.
The President-elect's choice for National Security Director, General Flynn, has been quoted as saying that the CIA has become a
very political organization. In your written response to our questions, you said "There is a sense of a more politicized intelligence
environment." That's sort of like saying people are saying there's
a politicized intelligence environment. What do you mean by "there
is a sense of." Do you agree with General Flynn or do you not?
Representative POMPEO. Sir, I've had a chance as overseer to observe the Central Intelligence Agency. I have had a chance to sit
with them and watch them fight through fire to get the real facts.
I have seen, however, I've seen political actors of all stripes attempt to try and shape that. And I don't mean in hard ways.
There's no demand-Senator KING. I'm not talking about outside political actors. I'm
talking this allegation is that the Agency itself has become politicized. Do you believe that?
Representative POMPEO. My experience is I do not believe that.
Senator KING. I appreciate that.
There are unsubstantiated media reports that there were contacts between the Trump campaign and the Russians. If confirmed,
will you commit to exploring those questions and if you find there
is validity to those allegations refer the information that you discover to the FBI?
Representative POMPEO. I want to make it clear that I share
your view that these are unsubstantiated allegations.
Senator KING. I emphasized that.
Representative POMPEO. I understand that.
Senator KING. These are very serious allegations.
Representative POMPEO. There are a number of very serious
things that have taken place. The leaks that have occurred as well
I consider to be intensely serious, too. I think that Director Clapper's statement from last night or this morning about his concern
about these leaks is worthy as well.
But to your question more directly, I promise I will pursue the
facts wherever they take us. The Central Intelligence Agency has
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that as one of its singular functions. You have my commitment
that I'll do that with respect to this issue and each and every other
issue as well.
Senator KING. Thank you.
On July 24, 2016, you sent the following Twitter, quote: "Need
further proof that the fix was in from President Obama on down.
Busted, 19,252 emails from DNC leaked by WikiLeaks." Do you
think WikiLeaks is a reliable source of information?
Representative POMPEO. I do not.
Senator KING. And the fact that you used the word "proof," "need
proof," that would indicate that you didn't think it was a credible
source of information?
Representative POMPEO. Senator King, I have never believed that
WikiLeaks is a credible source of information.
Senator KING. Well, how do you explain your Twitter?
Representative POMPEO. I don't-Senator KING. Sorry. I don't want to be accused of the wrong
term there.
Representative POMPEO. I understand. I'd have to go back and
take a look at that, Senator. But I can assure you I have some deep
understanding of WikiLeaks and have never viewed it as a credible
source of information for the United States or for anyone else.
Senator KING. I appreciate that. Thank you. I appreciate your
candor here today and look forward to further discussions. I just
hope that you will hold onto the commitment that you made today,
because it's not going to be easy. But your primary role is to speak
truth to the highest level of power in this country. I appreciate
again your willingness to serve.
Representative POMPEO. Thank you very much, Senator.
Chairman BURR. With the indulgence of all members, I made a
promise to all members on the committee that were they in other
confirmation hearings and they showed up I would show them preferential treatment on recognition. And if there is no objection, I
would like to recognize Senator McCain for five minutes of questions.
Senator McCAIN. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I apologize to
the chairman of the committee for the hearing on General Mattis.
I'm here to support Congressman Pompeo's nomination, despite
that he has overcome a very poor education and he's been able to
surmount that handicap, which has been a burden for him
throughout his career.
I just want-as you know, we conducted-we passed legislation
that the treatment of prisoners would only be in accordance with
the Army Field Manual, and that law was passed. The vote was
93 to 7 in the United States Senate on that particular amendment.
Will you continue to support that and enforce that law?
Representative POMPEO. Senator McCain, I voted for that and I
will.
Senator McCAIN. Thank you.
And will you, if you have any new recommendations for changing
the Army Field Manual or other rules governing interrogations,
you'll share those with the Congress?
Representative POMPEO. Yes, sir.
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Senator McCAIN. I don't want to take the time of the committee,
but obviously the Russians have been hacking. There's no doubt
about that, obviously. And whether they intended-what their intentions were and whether they actually succeeded or not, there
was certainly no evidence.
What do you think it's going to take to deter Vladimir Putin's
continued interference, not just in our elections, but attempts to
have access to our most sensitive classified materials, secrets?
There's a long, long list of offenses in cyber that Vladimir Putin
and the Russians have basically compromised our national security. What do you think it takes to deter him?
Representative POMPEO. I don't know that I could answer that
question comprehensively today, but I can tell you it's going to require an incredibly robust American response, a response that is a
security-related response. That is, we have to get better at defending against these, and a response that holds actors accountable
who commit these kinds of actions against the United States of
America. The form, the nature, the depth, the severity of those responses will be the decisions of policymakers, that will be beyond
me as the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency.
But I do view my role there as essential in providing you with
a deep understanding of what's taking place, how that took place,
and a set of options surrounding the kinds of things in the intelligence world at least one might take action on so we can successfully push back against them.
Senator McCAIN. Wouldn't we first have to establish a policy as
to how we treat cyber attacks, and therefore from which we can develop a strategy? Right now we have no policy.
Representative POMPEO. Senator, I would agree with that. It is
very important that America, all of government, develop a policy
with respect to this, and I promise I'll work alongside you to help
develop such a policy with good intelligence.
Senator McCAIN. Right now we are treating their attacks on a
case by case basis, which is neither productive nor an enterprise
that will lead to success.
Representative POMPEO. I would agree with that, Senator.
Senator McCAIN. Do we have the capabilities, in your view, to
adequately respond to cyber attacks? I'm talking about the capabilities now, not the policy.
Representative POMPEO. Senator, I want to be a little careful in
open session talking about the full scope of American capabilities.
But this is an amazing Nation with incredibly smart people, and
if given a policy directive to achieve the objective you're describing
I am confident that America can do that.
Senator McCAIN. I thank the Chairman and the indulgence of
the committee.
Congressman, I'm sure you'll do an outstanding job and look forward to working with you.
Representative POMPEO. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman BURR. Senator Lankford.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mike, it's great to see you. You and I served together in the
House. I saw up close and personal the tenacity of your work and
how seriously you took your task there, that you engaged imme-
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diately in policy issues and that your passion was to be able to
come and help. That still remains today.
Your greatest asset is no doubt Susan and your tremendous relationship and your family. I know that will be a great asset to the
Nation as well. So thank you for stepping up to do this. Your whole
life changed a month ago when you accepted the possibility of the
nomination for this. So thanks for stepping up and doing it.
Let me ask you about the role of the CIA and its face and the
direction that it looks. Can you walk me through your philosophical
perspective of it being a foreign face, and what is the role in the
United States for the CIA?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, first of all, thanks for the kind
words. I enjoyed working alongside you on foreign policy matters
as well.
Look, the Central Intelligence Agency has the mission to steal secrets and it's to be an espionage agency, getting hold of information
that bad actors around the world don't want us to know. These are
foreign entities, foreign actors, foreign countries. Whether it's Iran
or Russia or whoever that actor may be, the intelligence agency's
fundamental role is to make sure that we deliver that information
to policymakers so that you can make informed judgments about
how to respond to keep America safe.
That's its function. It has lots of pieces to it. There are people
pieces. We have to make sure we have the finest talent all across
America so that it can deliver that product. We have to make sure
that we have policies and processes in place so that we can deliver
that. We need to make sure, when asked to perform covert action
activities, that we do so in a professional way, consistent with the
law, and vigorously execute the President's directives there.
This is a world-class foreign intelligence service that, if confirmed, I am humbled to have the opportunity to lead.
Senator LANKFORD. Let me ask about gathering intelligence and
getting it on a timely basis to the President and decisionmakers
and policymakers. It has been one of the ongoing disputes, the
speed of the turn-around, how fresh that information, and at times
for agencies to think and re-think, edit and re-edit information, so
that by the time you get it it's so stale, it's so cold, that it's not
as useful any more.
Talk me through just the methods and thoughts about trying to
get fresh information to policymakers and the President?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, it's incredibly important that
the information is timely. I understand sometimes there is a tradeoff between accuracy and speed and depth. That's something I've
dealt with in the times I've run my two small companies. We have
to make sure that the CIA is world-class with respect to developing
this information in a timely, speedy fashion and getting it to policymakers in a way that is both reliable and timely.
We've all seen this. It's a complex world with difficult foreign intelligence collections and pockets. We have to make sure that the
agency is world-class with respect to delivering that to you.
Senator LANKFORD. Let me ask a strange question for you. You
are going to often be in meetings with Dan Coats and the President
and yourself. What's the difference in the information that you're
bringing to the President? How can you and the Director of Na-
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tional Intelligence cooperate together in bringing information, and
what's the difference in your roles there as the two of you sit and
bring information to the President?
Representative POMPEO. Look, the DNI, Senator Coats if he is
confirmed in his role, will have the important function of being the
President's senior intelligence policy adviser. I have the glory, if
confirmed, to lead the world's premier intelligence collection agency, certainly with respect to human intelligence. I hope to be part
of making it even better. So we'll bring a set of different perspectives. He will spend more time evaluating intelligence that comes
from different parts of the intelligence community and I will focus
on the work that our Agency does. I'm pretty confident that he and
I will work together to deliver a comprehensive view of America's
intelligence posture and the information that has been derived
from that.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you very much, Mike, for your service;
and Susan, for yours as well.
Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Chairman BURR. Senator Manchin.
Senator MANCHIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman, thank you for your service.
Representative POMPEO. Thank you, Senator Manchin.
Senator MANCHIN. Also, congratulations for your nomination and
to your family, who I'm sure are extremely proud, as they should
be.
With that being said, we live in a troubled world today, as we
all know. I think I just want to hear your thoughts on your experiences within the military and also your experience as a
Congressperson in the position you've had in Congress on what you
consider the greatest threat the United States of America faces
today and what person brings the greatest threat to our country
and wants to do us harm?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, it's always hard to rack and
stack, especially in terms of the turmoil that we find in the world
today. But let me give it a throw. I begin with the threat from terrorism as it extends into the homeland. If you ask what is the most
immediate threat, I think it's certainly that. That is, it presents the
most immediate threat of personal risk to a person living in southcentral Kansas. So we need to be-Senator MANCHIN. Is there a country associated with that?
Representative POMPEO. Boy, there are too many to name. But
let's start with activity that's taking place today in Syria and Iraq
with terrorists, both Sunni and Shia terrorists opposed to the
United States. ISIS and Al Qaida would be the primary organizations today, but it extends far beyond that. We've also seen challenges from other radical Islamic terrorists.
Senator MANCHIN. You believe that terrorism is the highest
threat we face? I'm just saying, in your position right now, in your
experience?
Representative POMPEO. In the near-term threat to life and limb
of Americans, yes. I'd put North Korea, China, and Russia right up
there alongside them.
Senator MANCHIN. Which one has the weapons to do us harm?
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Representative POMPEO. The nuclear powers are the ones that
have the biggest threat to do catastrophic harm to the United
States.
Senator MANCHIN. And which person in the world in your estimation has the desire to do us the most harm?
Representative POMPEO. Boy, to ask me for a singular individual
is really a tough question, Senator Manchin. The list is long.
Senator MANCHIN. There's a lot of them?
Representative POMPEO. Yes, sir.
Senator MANCHIN. West Virginians are asking me continually:
Can we trust the intel community? And I go back-I keep referring
back because of a lot of the political campaign rhetoric. We had
weapons of mass destruction. We declared war on Iraq. We found
out that we could have taken a different course or altered that
course. So they have concerns about that.
I would just like to ask, do you have confidence in the intel community, the CIA in particular that you're going into?
Representative POMPEO. I do. Look, I'd never stand here today to
tell you that the Agency has had perfection throughout its history,
nor that it will have perfection if I'm confirmed on my watch. But
I have great confidence in the men and women who work there.
They are patriots, they're warriors. They are real people who have
dedicated their lives to keeping America safe. And I have the utmost confidence that if I am confirmed I will get an opportunity to
lead efforts that aren't politicized.
Senator MANCHIN. Right now, I think you'd have to agree that
the morale is fairly low and they're being hit by many different angles and different sides through the political process that we go
through, which can be very damaging, if you will. What's your first
step that you intend to take if confirmed to lift that morale up and
let them know that we're on the same side?
Representative POMPEO. I might just respectfully disagree with
your question a little bit. I have in the last few weeks had occasion
to spend a little time with a handful of people out there. I haven't
seen the bad morale as you have described it. But they're human
beings. They're Americans, too. They watch the political process.
What I have seen from the spirited warriors at the Central Intelligence Agency is a desire to sort of get out of the middle of this
fight and continue to perform their function, to do their work in a
way that they know how to do.
I don't mean to denigrate the leadership of the Central Intelligence Agency at all today. Director Brennan has performed amazing service to America for a long time. But many of them have
served under multiple Presidents as well, and they know that
times change and leaders change. I think they're very much looking
forward to the new Administration to help them to continue their
function.
Senator MANCHIN. I definitely wish you well.
My final question would be your thoughts on sanctions. What
would be your thoughts on sanctions? Because as we're looking at
sanctions should we be looking at it state by state and country by
country? Or should we have a blanket piece of legislation here that
says that any country that has been a state sponsor of cyber attacks on the United States of America, should we not have sane-
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tions in place to address all of them the same? Or should it be
country by country, deciding on what sanctions that we think
would be more detrimental?
I'm just saying that if the intel community confirms that a statesponsored effort, they should know exactly what they're going to be
facing if we confirm that.
Representative POMPEO. Senator, You've actually given me my
first opportunity to step out of the political world today and tell
you: Look, that decision, that policy, I think will be left to others.
I do have a record with respect to sanctions. I voted for legislation
authorizing sanctions on a number of countries during my time as
a member of the United States House of Representatives.
Senator MANCHIN. Were they evaluated country by country?
Representative POMPEO. My recollection is, Senator, they were
nation by nation sanctions that we were evaluating.
Senator MANCHIN. So basically, whatever relationship you had
with that nation, you could be a little easier on one and tougher
on another. Don't you think as policymakers that we should have
sanctions that, listen, if you do this to us and it's confirmed that
it's state-sponsored by you, whether it be financially, whether it be
economically, whatever it might be, these sanctions will go into effect immediately?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, I'm going to defer on the policy
question today. I'll make sure you have all the information you
need to form good judgments about it. Thank you very much.
Senator MANCHIN. Thank you very much.
Representative POMPEO. Thank you, sir.
Chairman BURR. Senator Cotton.
Senator COTTON. Mike, welcome before the committee and congratulations on your nomination to be the Director of Central Intelligence. Susan and Nick, it's good to see you again. I know that
you're very proud of Mike, as we all are.
This has been a very thorough hearing. We have spent lord
knows how many hours at the Agency and traveling around the
world, so I think I have a pretty good sense of your views on these
questions. Therefore I will reserve the rest of my questions until
the ~losed hearing, where we can have a little bit more frank discussion.
Since Senator McCain scurrilously attacked your education, I
will stand up for our Army background. I will say I'm troubled
somewhat by the material I found in your biography that you came
in first in your class at West Point and therefore had your choice
of branches and chose armor instead of infantry. I will consider
this a youthful indiscretion that does not reflect on your current
service, and I will see you this afternoon.
Representative POMPEO. Thank you, Senator Cotton.
Chairman BURR. I am glad to see, Mike, that you haven't forgotten where the razor is, like some Army veterans.
[Laughter.]
Senator COTTON. I'm preparing to collect covertly.
Chairman BURR. Senator Harris.
Senator HARRIS. Representative Pompeo, I was glad to meet with
you earlier this week and congratulations on your nomination.
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For clarification, have you read in its entirety the IC report assessing Russian activities and intentions in recent U.S. elections?
Representative POMPEO. I have.
Senator HARRIS. Do you fully accept its findings, yes or no?
Representative POMPEO. I've seen nothing to cast any doubt on
the findings in the report.
Senator HARRIS. Your voting record and stated position on gay
marriage and the importance of having a, quote-unquote, "traditional family structure" for raising children, that's pretty clear. I
di~a~ree with your position, but of course you're entitled to your
op1n1on.
I don't want that, however, to impact, your opinion on that matter, the recruitment or retention of patriotic LGBT women and men
in the CIA, some of whom have, of course, taken great risks to
their lives for our country. Can you commit to me that your personal views on this issue will remain your personal views and will
not impact internal policies that you put in place at the CIA?
Representative POMPEO. Senator Harris, you have my full commitment to that. I would only add that in my life as a private businessman this same set of issues was out there. I had my views at
that time as well, and I treated each and every member of the
workforce that I was responsible for at those times with dignity
and respect and demanded of them the same things that I demanded of every other person that was working as part of my
team.
Senator HARRIS. And do I have your assurance that this equal
treatment will include policies related to child care services, family
benefits, and accompanied posts for dependents?
Representative POMPEO. Without knowing the full set of policies
and benefits at the Central Intelligence Agency-I haven't had the
chance to find that out just yet-you have my assurance that every
employee will be treated in a way that is appropriate and equal.
Senator HARRIS. And that you will not put in place any policies
that would discriminate against any members because of their sexual orientation?
Representative POMPEO. I can't imagine putting in place any policy that was discriminatory with respect to any employee.
Senator HARRIS. Thank you.
I'm also concerned about rhetoric related to Muslims from highprofile members of the incoming Administration, particularly Lieutenant General Michael Flynn, with whom I imagine you'll be
working closely. I don't want to impact recruitment or retention of
the patriotic, critically important Muslim men and women of the
CIA, some of course who have taken great risks to serve our country. Can you commit to me that you will be a tireless advocate for
all members of the CIA, all of the workforce?
Representative POMPEO. Yes, ma'am.
Senator HARRIS. CIA Director Brennan, who has spent a 25-year
career at the CIA as an analyst, a senior manager, and station
chief in the field has said that when, quote, "CIA analysts look for
deeper causes of rising instability in the world, one of the causes
those CIA analysts see is the impact of climate change."
Do you have any reason to doubt the assessment of these CIA
analysts?
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Representative POMPEO. Senator Harris, I haven't had a chance
to read those materials with respect to climate change. I do know
the Agency's role there. Its role is to collect foreign intelligence, to
understand threats to the world-that would certainly include
threats from poor governance, regional instability, threats from all
sources-and deliver that information to policymakers. To the extent that changes in climatic activity are part of that foreign intelligence collection task, we will deliver that information to you and
to the President.
Senator HARRIS. In the past you have questioned the scientific
consensus on climate change. Nevertheless, according to NASA
multiple studies published in peer-reviewed scientific journals
showed that 97 percent or more of actively published climate scientists agree that climate warming trends over the past century
are extremely likely due to human activities. In addition, most of
the leading scientific organizations worldwide have issued public
statements endorsing this position.
Do you have any reason to doubt NASA's findings?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, I've actually spoken to this in
my political life some. My commentary most all has been directed
to ensuring that the policies that America put in place actually
achieve the objective of ensuring that we didn't have catastrophic
harm that resulted from change in climate. I continue to hold that
view.
I frankly as the Director of CIA would prefer today not to get
into the details of climate debate and science. It seems my role is
going to be so different and unique from that. It is going to be to
work alongside warriors, keeping Americans safe. So I stand by the
things that I've said previously with respect to that issue.
Senator HARRIS. I'm not clear. Do you believe that NASA's findings are debatable?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, I haven't spent enough time to
tell you that I've looked at NASA's findings in particular. I can't
give you any judgment about that today.
Senator HARRIS. Can you guarantee me that you will and we'll
have a follow-up conversation on this?
Representative POMPEO. I'm happy to continue to talk about it,
yes, ma'am, of course.
Senator HARRIS. Thank you.
Chairman BURR. Senator Cornyn.
Senator CORNYN. Congratulations, Congressman Pompeo, on
your nomination.
Representative POMPEO. Thank you, Senator.
Senator CORNYN. And your family, I know they're very proud of
you. I have every confidence that you will do an outstanding job as
the next Director of the CIA.
I want to ask you about the comments that were made by the
FBI Director back in May 2016 when he identified what he called
the "Ferguson effect" on law enforcement. Hang in there with me
and let me make the application to this context. Basically, the argument is that law enforcement was being self-restrained in terms
of its policing activities, thus exposing law enforcement to assaults,
many of which were deadly assaults, and that public safety was not
being enhanced because they were not using the full array of their
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authorities for fear of what might happen in terms of public opinion or political retribution.
I have read your predecessor's, General Michael Hayden's, book
"Playing to the Edge" and it strikes me that he states the proposition well in terms of my view about what our intelligence authorities ought to do in collecting intelligence and protecting the safety
and security of the United States.
I don't want our intelligence officers and authorities to restrain
their activities for fear of political retribution or fear that they will
be criticized for using the lawful authorities granted by the United
States Government to the edge, not going over the edge. But I want
to make sure that they take full-they take full use of those lawful
authorities.
I know that one of the conundrums that we have in a democracy
is that when we start talking about what those authorities are and
what they should be there is a natural reticence to do so because,
of course, in Russia and China and North Korea and Iran they
don't have those problems. In dictatorships and autocracies, they
just do what they want to do without regard to any oversight, any
laws, any constitution, that necessarily and importantly limits
what we can do in a democracy.
But I think there is a danger when we start talking about the
role of our intelligence agencies that, either wittingly or unwittingly, sometimes misinformation or disinformation about the nature of the activity and nature of the authorities enters into the debate in a way that eventually damages or limits our ability to play
to the edge of our lawful authorities and the interests of our security and safety.
I just want to get an idea from you about what you think the Director's role is in terms of engaging in the debate when it comes
to what authorities that either your Agency or the FBI or other
members of the intelligence community need. There was a question
about metadata, which of course metadata is not content. The
United States Supreme Court has said that there's no reasonable
expectation of privacy, so the Fourth Amendment isn't implicated.
This is information that's routinely collected by other, by law enforcement agencies.
My concern is-and maybe I'm not being as direct and clear as
I should-I just want to know what you think your role will be in
terms of standing up and defending the lawful authorities of the
intelligence community in order to play to the edge of that legal authority in the interest of the safety and security of the American
people.
Representative POMPEO. Senator, thank you for that question.
It's a great and incredibly important question. I share your concerns that we run the risk of not using the authorities in a way
that is important in keeping America safe if folks are afraid that
there will be political retribution.
One of my tasks in that vein will be to make sure that we're
doing it right, that we are doing it in a legal and constitutional
way, and then when we are to defend the people who are doing
that vigorously to have their backs at every single moment. You
have my word that I will do that.
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There's a second piece to this as well I think that is important
and you hit upon it, which is I think we have an obligation as leaders to share with the American people all that we can about what's
going on and what's not going on and to do so in a truthful and
complete manner. It's part of why I think the oversight function is
so important. To the extent we're surprising people, whether we're
surprising members of Congress or we're surprising the public, we
run the risk of losing those very important authorities.
So I think each of us has a responsibility and if confirmed as the
Director of the CIA I will see it as my responsibility to do everything I can to make sure that we're talking about the critical nature of these authorities and how they keep Americans safe and
the goals that they have accomplished in this good work in a way
that permits the intelligence community to lawfully and constitutionally do all of its responsibilities.
Senator CORNYN. Mr. Chairman, can I follow up just briefly with
one last question.
Chairman BURR. The Senator can.
Senator CORNYN. And of course none of those authorities are
going to be decided in all likelihood by the Supreme Court of the
United States. In other words, the Office of Legal Counsel, the appropriate authorities at the Department of Justice, are going to
give guidance to the CIA and our intelligence community on what
those-where that line is so you can, consistent with your commitment, make sure that you apply the law that Congress has passed
and as signed by the President.
But ultimately, no one's ever going to give you 100 percent assurance that you're playing consistent with those laws as interpreted
by the Department of Justice and the Office of Legal Counsel won't
be criticized in a political format later on in such a way as to cause
retaliation perhaps, or some concern that intelligence officers are
going to jeopardize their career and their family's livelihood by
playing consistent with the best and highest legal guidance that
they're given.
How do you view that role? And maybe that's just inherent in the
nature of our system, but it always strikes me as a tremendous disservice to our men and women in the intelligence field for politics
to intervene and come back and undermine the lawful authorities
and direction that our intelligence community is given when they're
conducting their activities.
Representative POMPEO. Senator, it's a real risk. It's an important part of my role to make sure that we have clarity, that those
lines that you talk about are clear and bright, and so that this risk
that you refer to-I've heard others talk about it as second-guessing-is minimized, happens as rarely as possible, and that there
aren't surprises to people as they go through.
That's incredibly important, and the Director of the CIA has an
important role there, both making sure that we're behaving lawfully and, when we do, defending the men and women who we ask
to do really hard things inside of those laws.
Senator CORNYN. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman BURR. The Chair will recognize Senator Warner for a
brief statement and then Senator Wyden for one question.
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Senator WARNER. I understand what my friend the Senator from
Texas has been saying, but I just wanted to respond and put on
the record---one of the things that's impressed me with you, Congressman, in our meetings is your thoughtfulness, and I think
you're a student of history as well, and we've talked about that. I
think part of the responsibility of the Agency you may head is
unique in that it is tasked with taking on covert activities and relies in many ways upon the oversight of this committee and, frankly, the trust of the American public to not go over the edge.
I think there have been times-and we could debate those
times-where clearly in the history of the Agency there have been
examples where, whether it was through political pressure or otherwise, the Agency went over the edge and, unfortunately, that in
the end did not make America safer.
I'd also say that in many of these areas, whether it's the changes
of technology-and I know there's a robust debate around
encryption and privacy in the digital age-that edge was not defined yet both from a legal standpoint; and many times Congress
has not done its job in terms of giving this, this policy guidance.
So I want you to and hope that you will carry out your duties
and keep America safe, but I think we get into a treacherous area
when we're trying to push over an edge where those edges are not
defined or Congress has not done its job.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator WYDEN. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Congressman, during the campaign the President-elect essentially laid out something that looks to me like outsourcing surveillance. He said about Russian hacking: "I'd love to have that
power." He encouraged the Russians to hack Secretary Clinton's
emails and suggested they be provided to the press.
We're now in a different period. He's the President-elect. And it's
one thing to talk, as we did earlier, with respect to your idea for
collecting metadata in the future, "all metadata" in your words.
But I want to ask you about outsourced surveillance. If a foreign
government, an organization, a company or an individual provided
the Agency with the communications of Americans on whom there
were no warrants, what would your response be?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, that's a complex question that
you've asked. I understand that there are policies in place, I believe
at the Agency-it may even be at the Department of Justice-with
respect to this very issue. If I can step back and tell you that, look,
it is not lawful to outsource that which we cannot do, the Agency
cannot do, under its laws. That is, we can't be too clever by half.
Senator WYDEN. But that's not the question. You can't request
the information from a foreign government, we understand that.
But the question is what happens if it's provided to you, especially
since it's being encouraged?
Representative POMPEO. Senator, my understanding is that the
same set of rules that surrounded the information if it were collected by the U.S. Government apply to information that becomes
available as a result of collection from non-U.S. sources as well.
Senator WYDEN. Mr. Chairman, your courtesy has been appreciated.
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I would only ask, in writing I'd like your response on that. Obviously, part of this involves minimization. There are other issues,
12333. I'd like that in writing.
[The information referred to follows:]
Senator WYDEN. I'd also like in writing before we vote what limits you would have on your metadata proposal, particularly since
you're advocating that it apply to personal lifestyle information.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The information referred to follows:]
Chairman BURR. It was the hope of the Chair that we would
allow the Congressman an hour in between this and the closed session. We are down to 30 minutes. I'm going to recognize Senator
Harris for a very brief question if I may, and then I would ask, if
there are any additional follow- ups, they be moved to the closed
session.
Senator HARRIS. Sure.
Mr. Pompeo, on the issue of climate change, I understand you're
not a scientist. What I'd like to know and what I want to hear from
you is I want a CIA Director who is willing to accept the overwhelming weight of evidence when presented, even if it turns out
to be politically inconvenient or requires you to change a previously
held position.
So what I want to hear from you is a guarantee that when presented with that evidence you are willing to then take a position
that defers to the weight of that evidence even if it requires you
to change a previously held position that may have been politically
helpful to you or a position that you have taken during your tenure
in elected office.
Representative POMPEO. Senator, you have my commitment to
that. I am an engineer by training. Facts and data matter, and you
have my assurance that if I'm confirmed in my role as the CIA Director I will look at the evidence and give a straight-up answer to
you and to all the policymakers to whom I have a responsibility.
Senator HARRIS. Thank you.
Chairman BURR. Congressman Pompeo, this brings to a close the
open session of this hearing. Let me add something Senator Cornyn
and Senator Warner spoke on and that is that's important that we
realize that every President has the authority to provide direction
or directives, and that has certainly been the case for every President I've been involved with in the intelligence community. And
that directive expands or contracts in some cases the ability of the
Agency, and all members of this committee should realize that.
I want to apologize for not giving you the hour and I apologize
for the power interruption. But I want to thank you for your service to Kansas. I want to thank you for your service to the Congress.
I want to thank you for your service to the country as a board
member of West Point as you have served, like I have, in the past.
I want to thank you for how you've used your military education
and, more importantly, how that's highlighted the greatness of the
institution and the role it plays in developing future leaders of the
country, of which you exemplify that. For that we are grateful.
This hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:32 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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January 3. 2017
Senator Richard Burr. Chainnan
Senator Mark Warner. Vice Chainnan
U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
21 I llart Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
Dear Chainnan Burr and Vice Chairman Warner:
Thank you for the CommittL>c's letter dated Deccmhcr:?2. 2016. As you ha\'e requested. I ha\'c
complet~'ll the Committee's Addi1i1lnal Prehearing Questions. which are 1mcl1lSCd.
I look forward to appearing hcfore your commitll..-c on January 11 lh.
Sincerely.
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c:ondtmld punuanttu orclm affilderaljudgel. providlld a sfgnlfloanttool ibrtbe
Infelligmm cmmrunity-fbatJa no lonpr imdJab1.e bacllU8e ofcbangea in U.S. Jaw.
Whil8 I118.'9e not changedmypoaiticm. I unc1mbmd w.hf Ccmgraaa abase io abange
fhe Jawandin:&lat, as amombar of.flus Hamie afRq1roslmfatlvea, I '90llld :tbrthoae
olulnp 1D metadata colleotion.
B. Please o1adfr wllelhtlrthia sratmnoot applies tu U.S.• pemcms.
I mulerabmd tbat the dfpoontfnned prosram. COllduotBd pmammtto judlaial ardm, applied
fo.U.S. peam111 arid waa conduo1lld put'BIJlllltto thm-edsl:lnglaw pdorto 1be 1epl
amendmcmta ]llllllllld bf the Ccmgi:eas. . .

c. Please o1adfy "oollect£an of. all metadata"'l

What kfn&J aflmladafado you be1iove
a1muld boamnd into a co.mpniliemd.va searabab1c dalabaso?

mmdns

I WU
tu melldalaoftbo type oo11iiCted undertbe ~pO&ram 1Jiat
WU avalfablefurtniswunder pmoeciums and OOJJdkionamriewed and approwd bf

fBdmaJ.judgei.

D. Ploaao clarJfywhat "fl,nallclal and~~ you lJe1.i899 ahauld bo .Included
ma oc1111pnnmible, aeambabte dafllba8e. Phiase delail 'Who, wifhhl fhe U.S.
~ a1muld be mdhorized 1D colleat1hfs fnfbnnatJon mi what;ff811J,
.reatdotkma almuldbo paced onrmoh c:ollectlon.
·

As DOtricl fn the Wall Sltwt """""'1 op-ed. 1m'odat llU8jlllOIB who 'Visit jfhadtat webs11as.
onn1111mfulte with tmmdatloaden. mab alamdng soalal:mdapostB. orcmy out
8llllPlalous URnsanfJona aboa1d be ccmafdemc1 :tbr ap_ptop:iate 8llr'ltlillaacc Tnfbnnaticm
that fs pubHaly ava:IJabio OIL tho fntmrJd Ol' olfls pu'bUo ileiBlw Cllll bo impoz1811t
alum in idmti:t)iDg1hoae who would seek tu harm Ams.lea. If ocmftrmed. I will &6r ·
fo po1icymakara. inobxHngtbo Ccmgtms. <S1 wlld!i« Jt WD1lld be eppwpdal&to oollect
aucb. fntbmuiticm, the cm.ct lnbmaticm 1D be coJlectBd. 1'llo would oolleat auch.
infbrmetion and appt0_ptLdtu:eab:lntint11 l lmle 8llCb. aotivif.y'WODld. 'bcrfhe
~ oftbe FBI or other appropoJata oqpmizalicma. ImteaJao tbattha
Tnfe'!Hgal.ll' Cu.mmuuf11 lllllr, :fbr lD8Df docadea, appliml"'d'ldatfoDaio minimin
inftnmatfnn coJ1ecllsd on U.S. peracms. inglvcUng fn samo oasa, 1'lllC:rfotlona cmiec1 oat
undcrthc ~arid aupenificm af1'1deraljudgea.

:r. Whatiotodo J10U balflMStha CIA would.Pt., with tegard'flttbe ~
811111.'Qbablo dafabase"'? Pleasapmvfde wlmtin:ftmnatim you believe abouJd bo

coJleoted anli'hOW70llSJO rmoh a databuo.operatlng.
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Aa nollld above, oollection ofthe type dtsouaaad in tho op-ed gma.U;r:fiills outaido
CIA autborities as I UDdtabmd tflem. Rwill be the respomibility oftho FBI or ofbar
appmpriate orga11P•1m. Jf cmfirmr.d, I will dclbr 1p poiiay.maba cm the cmat
ll8luM ofpablio'IJ &Y8ilablD iDJbrmafion that would be appropriatD to coDect, ifaey,
and tho operation of 811Ch a database.·

I believe that tho appropr1ate U.S. govtli!Wllfilllt agenoietl liavo a dut.Y to l1llO ~
~data to 1awibil1 omiduat1balrfnveatiptions, Bubjoctto approprisle pri'9acy
and otherlegalrestr.iclkms aDdi:egu.latfons. Wi:lhrespeet1D U.S.~ 1he CIA
should haw i1B bfstorioally oJromnscn"becl m1o.
I'. Whatiblm of 8DOIJtlve bi:anch. cmipessiaoal andjudicial om:aigbt slmuld-wlth
mgard to tho databeso?
.
Aa m>tod fn tho op-ed, I expressed the v.iewthatiftba 1J:um..cx:istin sumillance
programs weraoontfnued, ie]nbanced ocmgresakma1 cmalgbi--& trae pa:rtnerahip
botwml. tho mecldlw and CoDgrese--isneeded. Eaohmomh the 'fntaJHpnce
CammuuiW sbou1d provide classified bdefingsto the Bouse and Sena!is hdD1Ugence
COIJJDlitmes on how llQmlilJance programs are wo:ddDg, what adioJJah1e inftmnatlon
hail hem deve1opec1. and whellurmistabll or abuses haw ooomred.• Ifcmfirmr.d, I
will clafirto policy.makml on appropriate ovm1ligbt, butDOt& that I ua.da:slaud that
fhm-axfating llllMillaoceprograms ~subject 1D jadicia18nd ~
ovmsigbt. in addition1D signiiicsmt excculive bamah oversight by the Whl1ll Housc, .
Depezlment ofJustl.ce. the~ ofthe D.b:eclorofNatOOnal Jntemgmcc, Inspect.om
Generals. and olbcr on1if:les. .
.
G.

rn 1hill samo waU Strat.lmlmal piece.~ staillCl 1iiat. ate. broader 1eve1 tbat "[1]8gal

and bureauoratl.o in:lpedimmiB 1D amveilJance sbauld be removed."Pllase descdbe
wbid1 impectimanl!! )'OU wa:c ndilrJiug1D an4i seek legislative cbanges:lo mm_ove them.

mr u.s.

I wasl'!'fiming1D 8DIJ fmpedimmrfs that did.not a1eady eabaace protectiaos
. pct'llODll, butliad signif1Cl!U11: mDaion impaot. For examplO, I undenland 1:bat in some
oases, ia.veatlgatma wai.l!Ot able to acoess frdbrrnetfmi'available to lltl10DO with an
in1m:nclt ~ Aa an·Cllll1DP1e, tho DNI.bas only iecemly allowed itmlstiptora
carryJng out bactgmund inveatiptloDs 1br seaur.lly alearamies 1D ~ pablidlyll'flli1ab1e soaiid mediafd>rmet!DD about appliaan1a. Se0 Seam:ity ~ Apnt
Diteoti:Ye Five-Colleclion, Uao, and Relmtion of~ Avaflahlo Soohd.MIJdia
InibmlatloninPCllODDl!ll Secm:ity Background 1nw.stigati.cms and Aclj1tdicadons {MitJ" .

s.2016}.

.
.
QmrBlION 17: Please deaDr:ibe ,our nnderatancfing oftho limftatians ~ OnJer
12333 places on tho CIA witb.roprd 1D ~in the United StBtm lll:ld with:rep.td to U.S.
plllBOllS. .

'

CIA's aeliv.lties mlimit9d to ilB m:dhmizllct~'fhoseset:&mh by the National
Secmify' Aotof1947,
as amtmded,;SOUSC § 3036(d),
andE.O. 12333, Sec.1.7(a) (deaadbfng
.
.
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.As noted, I have DOt axaminedPPD-28 with CIA co11eati.cm. apa:tB. In ann1fnlng PPD28, I will only sect changes~ among olhartbings. fb.o cJ:amgea 1'll8ll1md inmatmial

improwJmmt inA&fl'/J1 operati.cms and capebilities. Ultimataly. po1ioymalmm will have
to wcqh tho impact af rcy d:llmges to PPD-28.
QnrBJ.'ION1': Unda:whatcircamsCmcN, it'my, is it appropdato for comm:Urd.catlons ofU.S.
pemans to beabared with :fureign partuers. ei1hor finiabed or inmr, m1111hilmlmf fimn? UJldar
what olrcmnslancea, if llDJ, is it appmpi:late :fur oommmliwflans ofU.S. parsons. collcck:d by a
fbreign.partncr, to be oblafned, UllCld-1 disamnfnalM by tho Inle1ligaico Cwmn~?
.

The CIA gena:a1Jy does DOt.U..C.nlnate :iDformadon. canceming U.S. pcno.ns, ~
oommmriMti'lDS ofU.S. paons, 1D fbreign govammmts. There are ohoumsbm.ces, hCIWlmll;,
whm 618 CIA diMcmlmdea sunb it$ftnation in:lbrthmance afita Blabdurymissian. Suoh
dJssemfnation may inc1udo, :fbr mstmie, hl'f.brmatlcm. cxmatituting :lbleign infliljgenoo (Fl) or ·
cqtmlmiu•ellipnco (C[) jn1brmaf.ion obtaiuecl in tho couraeafaJaw.lblPJ., er,, intmnational drag,
Ql' in1mudlcma11mmism. investlgatlona; ir16• matlon needed to protect tho llliBty ofpersons or
•npnivtions, includingtb.oao Who are targefB. victims, or hoslagoS of .immnaticmal tm:rodst
01'glnri'ZatlDDs; infbnnaticm·nccded to.protect FI or Cl soufcea,mefbodB, and acti:t.ifies from
1numthomix1 di.aclosme; llJld inoidmlally obfaf:ued lnfiu •••ation that may inclicatD htvoMmcmt in
8clivitim 1hat mayviolatD U.S. law~ A1J3 inibmaati0n idmtifying a U.S. pcracm. will be
dlssa•d• lated only ifnecessary. or ifit:ls reasonably believed that it may bl\ICOlllO DCCC11811lJ, tO
undmtrmd or aaaeas·fhe :lntbrmatlon. M.orecmr. tho CIA may~ tbo ibmigu government to
comply witb.reatriothma on the use or:fbrther clissarnimrtlcm ofmm ~on:
.
If1bo CIA reqmJllll a:fbmlgn pim. colleot oomrmmicatlms ofa U.S. JlSllODo I 1Jtliflll'8lllud that

~and diMeJ11l1 iatlDD llhou1d be done p1l?lft18Dtto 1he 118D18lovcl. of approvals that wuuJd

be ioqah:ed ifthe CIA ifllelflNEO to oolleCt1hose ocmmnmicado.oa. 'I1ulao aa.me ~
also.applyiftbo CJAP8f!id.pab in fhe collection aai:vity :to lllJCh. a degree that 1hD ao1iv.lf1
becomes, in cssmco, aj~veatme by bdfh CIA audfumign.~.
.

tho:

In soma cirownslaruies, howmlr, a ibndjpl. partner may collect oommmiiCations ofa U.S. pencm
fndo.pcmdeal1y :lbr their own pu:poses. llJld.DQt at fhe nqlieat afthe CJA. At 'limes. the fixeigtt
paztner'a mv.iew of~ U.S. plll80.l1 panmnnrioatious mayreveial bdbrmaticm. tbattbo
plll!tmr' doll:nnhlai may be afintmlst to tho U.S.--d.brhtstinco, tlte partner msy,diloover
iDtbrmatlon that CODllll.t111BB FI or Cl :ftmn tbo tJ.s. perspective, or thatia JlDl'Jded. to PJ.'0""1t tbo
8*y ofU.S. pm:ao.118 oi orpnlmtfans If~ appropiate :l.br~ CIA to l.1IClli:9e llJCb. inlhEmation
fiom inlgD. parCmmtwfthoutthe aam.e requb:emcmta that would apply ifthe CIA itaelfwm:e1D
colloettbo infbrmation or to requestthattbo :lhrdgnpartn=r oolleattbe h;1bnnation. In Verf
Hmi1ed aircmnstancea, howl::ver. tbo manner in whioh afixeigtt pm:tner ooilected tbo infimnaticm
cooJ4 'tie so improper that it would not be &pprOFiatB :l.brtbo CIA to 1't'JCClive, use, O.r tbrther
cHss.mjnaM tbo infhrmation.
·
Qtlll'STION20; ~1DtbeCIA's.policicsand~l'alam41o.
sipaJs intelligence:
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.rOfalionahips iii. i\:illy ~mamir fa abaohdely adl:fml.1o 81\ efBlatlve

,InteJUgenoe Commanity. '.lbls~aaoDabarathe ~and 1rmJs.pmlllay
betwwn. the DNI aod.DCIA. In. practice. I undemtmtd tbattha DNI p:ovidea policy
guidmwe. hdttheew.bb. polkJma1an onfurelgo.JhdacmU.-. and, itastmtejic~
auppadi1bo .......... oflulolligmxtCmmmmity mditleB with 1brelsn Jiiilcm. . . . .
· bat does mt lllllk au. CJP""'Jlfon•I :roJe. Iuacmtrut. DCCA ha an Opatinnal de aod a
Jaua llisfOl:y of01P&1"""'¢wJ,fh ibrafP..HaiailE9bs mthe :tbl:4llp &kt 0.11.a day1o
daybasl& llDDCIA 1lms fa \1lliqm:q mitxi 1o ~ _. implemmtaffnn of
ilnlp.lf.aiacm.nlatfmvldpa llClfOllll 1he ln!!t'Ufgmce CommnnifJ an aday-fo-day basis.Jn
·~while ming~ cowlinatioawith1he~and~ Jn'!'llfgerm
(!cu11111111dtJpiu.tnn. .

·

Jt. How do JO\\ vleWthe BlatUlaty ~lJDda.fbl Nldkma1 SeourJt, Aot of
1M71o bep the mtellipm:o cmalabt Om@ltlNI "1b1Jy and~ inibrmed"'of
all significant~ aalfy.itiea. inolmHDg m,mtellip.ace:iililurea?

'IhoDhoator of Ccmtral ~ Al/IOtS'l ls required by law to bop 1hejnfelffgance
co111111!11eea oftbe CcmgrelB iblly and aammtly fD1brmoc1 afiid:eJUaeooe aofhi1f& Aa a
member of Qonsreas OllD.'tlllflJ aervJng aD. file BoaaePermamnt Soleot CommitblO on
IDle11i..-, I lllK1catanil the impmtance of~Oftl'li&bt and die misd. af'lbB .
· intelHgenoe 01m111j1tees filrfnfhrmfflimi 1o eoable pcrimnl!Kl" oftbeJr crlticat offl'lllabt
:fimalian. Alrmtllif aftba CIA.'a infBl1ipice acti:rilim am highlJ oluaiftodin o.tds1o
p.vtectnaticmal securl11..congreaal.ollal ownlgb:tp]QB a cd:liaal 1'0lB m. om
:t1ljli1l8mdllt democracy of ensm::lng1hm.'o ii ovendgbtof'tliele aclividoa. Ifoonr6111!e<f,
I am oommittnd to CIDllllthJg tbattbe CIA undeahmda 1he impcitlano6 ofCODgl.'flllllin ·
cmafgbt.~ bnWring complele and 1ima1y l1dl11 n!8fkal to·fhe tlC!OpB!dma1
inbilligmno cca1mil11eee.

.

.

Yes. I axpeot all CIApenomi.el to povJcle ol!lectiw. :ftiali.ba8edrepoding wifbout .

~ 1opolfdml llQl!aic1cndlllD8.

.

L How~ l'011 Bfrcmathm tJiit lmpmdw'l
~ oqfeaCivltyand infegdtJ Is a :fbndammtpt valuoat CIA. .ltill llllCGCfal 'fo
mirinhrinfng CIA's credib.iH:f;y with pollcy.maba ml ti. Ammbnpeop'ie. Tbis
tnl8t mata Oil ~preaml:!ng otpcme ana1JBls witholltmprd 1o paWioal .
or;maJdnti~ or policy prdrancea. If w.,ft, ••eel, I will maim a1-1hlt1his ii a
prinalp1o I mpeat all CIA pemonneJ. to uphold.

2. PlDaae eaip1aln YourtmdenlandiDg of1iio ~bfp betwam 1he
'CIA.and tbeDNL

92

Qmm'ION 33: P.klaae deaoribo JUQt ala nnmtu to llow 1Wlll die. CIA hr wo.ddDg
wltb. Congress. and apeal:flcalJ:J, with thoocmsr8ional fnfBlllgmoe ~111mdflees.,

GemnlJ;y speaiing. I have been satildlecl with how CIA wor'Jm with tbo ConpaiJ and tho
Commfthiea. Dadngmyifme cmBPSCI, CIA.has bcenrespomi:Y01D 0•11"'i'lllellOqQCld8 and·
to 1D7nqaesta, mlhss bem proaolhe in pmvidingtdmnation 1o CoDareu-both good DOW8
811dbachu1ws. I boHcrve CIA ~provides Conpmtbo iJdh• mat;fon it mods to CODduct
ofDlotlve ovmigbt.
'1'lun have of oomao been. eiaiC!(Jtlons to this palllm af~ that have 'been
em:moualy tiilatnding1o me. I him 1iem vooa1 about w.i::llimlnodficiad.cma that I tbaQ&1it
shalildha"ftl bem. provided to the CommiUaea socinm.:. ·I 1uml. w1th reapeat to amm:iber of.
lJl'OPllll', belicmd. that tho A8fllJDY WU not shm:f:ag its llllAll'IJia w.bhBPSCI mND'hem fn a ibll
and 1fma11 manner. I mulfatand that CIA is aeddDg 1o impme its notificatkm procec1m:ea. and
ifaonfhrmd. I wJll suppm:t1hat 6tt and I am oc mu •rifted 1o 'Woddng 1o pmv:ide Omgra with
11!e fntwmaflon it miecJa to both:maDpollar and~ its omma1. cmnigbtrole.

A. What Is dlB appropdD re1atinnahip between1lHI CIA and Congrea in 8hating
mtb.al:don?
.
Seolioll.502 of.tho Natkma1 Soom.ltiY ASJt~ thoDCJA, u tho heed. afari. Qllll01'
"inwhed in inta1tlgenQe aatMtl.as.•io "bop the ccmpaiona1 iDle1Bpaoo commitlllCll •
1bJ.ly and oummt1J fn1imud" of'1he A/J,rmy's fntellfpoe aalhit:lal. inoludfng slanfflcant
mdiaf,pitad~ aativitlaa. ajpffbntjnJB]Jjpmce ~ lllld 1111fllepl

illfellfgenoe tiotivltiea. ~NalioDal Seomity ASJt also impoaea ll,P80l1kl requlremaala
w1th rciipectto abadng llJibrmat!on COJMlOi ""c ocmrtactiollpmgrams. Tham
nbHgatinM are to be ih1ff&d '\lonalalmt with dve reprd b the pror.ctiml:liam
l1l!8JJffpimi dlsalosum ot'dassi&ld fnibrmat!on relat!ng1o 8CIOlli:tlw in1a1Hpoco aouroea
. . ami :metbods 0: atblir Cll'CClpliaaally 8llll8itlw matters...

B. What, if8111. fnlbzmllion caDeoted or aaa1ymd ~tho QA. or abaat1he
CIA. do you belleveahoalcl nat bo shared wltb. tho ocmpwkmal imDlJjgimoo
.,..,1mj1jU1oN7
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avaiJabiiitJ lllll l'llBl1Um)'.
D. 1be ability of CIA to idopt ~ i111imnetion 1eahnaloBJ ef'&lendy anddotivalT.
ad

Atita ~CIA is. amt baa a1waJs boea, a 1Bcbnology-:lbcu8Dd QllDC11U!t:bas adapted

Cll'tl81:ivaJ:yto abaqes in. ilD in1lmndm feabno.IOSY emfmnmmt. That inbmat.km
tect:iaoJo&Y cmironmml: ll!!lltflii!l!ll to clumpmp:idlJ and~ inatlmtfonal aa!Jity'ID
emnetbD CIA C1111.meetit8 miaakm pis attbD higbmt .lavels. Aa I mdanland it, 1ha
~has taba. smat aps to fllPIRll'O 1h8t its (and tbD lt!m1Hpte6Ccwm111m•r;,·1)'rr

iD1iUlmclmo amtretamd digtlal ~:mahmdnparlt.ywithc:otnmmdal mid
COllSlllllll' lldYlmlle8. TbD CIA medam mainlam 'Iha abilily1D adapt ~m. adapt,
and lm:ap hdbm'lflm 1eclmolOgy advauoes. IfOC!IJ!ft• 11>ed, I loothwarcl 1D
ocmf'lmdng1D 8U,(ll10lt popma1D ~ ad'9llDDlld teabnologlea and:bdm Cdlidlvit) 1D
meetmlim:mdkm. dmmmdl at milBkm apeod.
.

E.. 1be CIA'a :cw:uitmant and mfmtion. af'akfllcd inlimnatjon 11chnolo&Y
pmtmionala, tnolnding coa.blCm'peaollDl'li

'.l'.b CIA's abilifJ 1D mll'l1it and 1'8lain akilled fllClbnoloay profell8ionals unm. impollaut
miasfonrequflemmt. With l'CllpllGt1D lOlltUitwmt, it ii 1DJ uniJmata,.din.g1batt1m
ll0Qffm1ed f6Ql.'Dfblieat ofhigbq skilled Ju.fi"' 1111fjon1ealmologyprottwdnnals 1'IDl8hls a
.lmy' lb:alesic pdadty h aA. Cloao pmfDlnbipa wf:lh aeieoted aoahmic :iD8litllt1cms
mab1e CIA1D :naulta wmlr:tbtoewf:lh tbD digital akilla :naeded1D iblfill anioollllalngl;J
com.pkat:mlaai.an in a more~ 8Dd idmnatlcm cb:mlll warld. Addtticmall1. a
m:w c1odioatBcl.1eahnilllll hidug cilm:umr; arobust atadent wodc...tud1pmgram; and
phwmmt ofpd:vafll lllK'Jio1' CODl:raot pCIDICJllDel in fecl1mioal :fie1ds Clll&bJe CIA to obtain
talmtw.lth diflilreDt aldll lovela.
..
.
Wifb.:nispootto :mlmd:loD. I~ 1¥ continued pnfhaainnal p;wth oppmlDDitiea
ml a '911dayoffmpeclfbl milllliana aflbl:ded 1D CIAperammelhaft aided mmlainfng
feG1:mlcal ofticxa. 1be ltl/flDIJ1 l!lllllCIU1'lpJ ita om.c.. 1D plirticipale m'lllo1mioal
UOllfb:euces and lcm:nfDg pqrams an41D 8ll!lk a vmlClty af'tea1:m.f.oal w1gnmentl
tbrougbaut CIA and the lntallipaoe Conmmuit.7 as part of1blllrpr:afillal0Dlll
~ MelntalnfiJ& ABfiJDl1Y wmfdbrco morale m11bcas onmiBal.on.-while
lnrllpdlns and relJingcm.bdhnuatlon 1ldmology pnhialonala mthe avoh1l.km affhe
.AF1J1S1 in aldgbly fluid ma'lmology 1!111.'Y.iro.rl-will alwap be :lmpodant to MllmlfoD
of'llllaldlld pmhalonala in tbfa 8JlllOC'.
lfoonftnned,I.look:fbrwad tormowhigtbcsopmgrams andmahdal11ij18fb0 ~I
1bcua Ol1 the l!OCltUitlmllt. diwelopn:umt, and zeCmllon of skl1Jed fnfbnnalfort 1eolmology
proJllllalnmla
QlIISTION G: Bow do JQ1l thlnk:thatlmltvl.dua1s who m!a1wndJe, fnmntfonally ar

m!lntmtionally, cJaaalfind hdiauwtkm abould bo doaltwlth? Would JU& maw distlnolicma

baaed onmtmt?

<

100
MWlumdling of cJllllificd hdhrmaticm.18 a am:laus maamr glffo. fhD.polmdal impHcaticma 1br
U.S.1181:lcmal llCll:lf;y. Jnt;llvfdaa1s ""tanrined to have mW.andJed olaa!f!...J hdhrmat1nn
abou1d bo treated fnaocoll1anae withmlava:atpolicim and 1helaw, acoountlq:tbrrolmmt

italamhdudiqmtmtandbmntoU.S.iDm:ella. Puniffmmtmaywrycle.gMnfingcm.tbo
ol:roamalm:lces of llldl Cllle.

To basin witb. indhi&iaJs should bo grimmd llOOllll8 to olwifiedinfhrmatfan Oll]J when olearlj
oomsiftllt wilh 1:ho infmlllB af1181:lcmal 8e!JUl'.ifr. To that ead, as a gmera1 mJe. pmmlll wlio aro
1IDlbJa or11llW1Wngto ~ oJasalffed irdbrmaffm """"NlllfulI ahouldilot hold a aeomity
a1Bll'IDlllt. · Usina; 6atodoo.1:ho Atlomoy CiaDm1 may aeak:pnpn:ition of cues :b:
mlahimdltngofcJllBllfled in:IJmnetlm It fa c1oady the oaaethat tbo aoonnnt&bffit,y acxUlw1
wifhmi•lvtnd1fns of a111811iflecl fa1brmatkm. abou1d depend cm alllJlllber af'ftmml inoluding tho
acopo, dma1icm, inbllionaJity oftho mi•bandHng bat all Cll8lilll afmitbandling af'alaaiflec'I
infimnadoa.must bo addrossad 1114 adiana muat bo tak:m to prevent thalr~
.
Ifonnftnned, r azdGlpdD :tb1fy coopcntiDg wJih the Dqmtment of Juatioo am11be Dinoror of'
Natiana1Jmellfgencofn11DY llld1 cases, ino1Ju'llng1boae deamed by the AUx>lDey Oenmll to be
appopdatB ibr p.'OltlCIJlion.
.

QlIIS'.l.1:0N 44: In wwo:lug1be :fblJowlD&plOllllD im:i1ade ,om: nndmdpnctipg of1he
obliptions of1tle Unit.ed Stales und!r U.S. law and irdJomat!prwl law, aa applied 1o 1he
Inmllfaeace Co@mnilly, wilh.mpatto tho &.!mtinn and inlmogallcm of detafn-a and
also wifhJ.'CllllOO!:to llOOe88 to than by1be Jnlmnatlanal Ct mnnlffm ofthe Red CrOss.
A. Whaiprinaiplm abouldl0ftml.1be ddtl:lllon,, infmogal:ion, llDd mnditionp:aetlcaa
llDd polid.es of1be CIA?

CfA. aotivitiaa llOl!!l#!!fns m11 dmmtion, Jrdmogation and 1l.1ma6lir pnmc.
ahaald ClOJDllly with 1ho la'ltfn all l'lllljleOIB. A1l1 aatiYltiea of CIA in this area
abould also cm.]J bo undedakm with a alearunclarBtaadfDg ofl'Plielher the activity.
is within a UDlque OllJlllhilii7 aftlu>Apaay ad fa mt tin ~1118t aim bomoro
aflllcti.vel:y or ~prin'!ned by 8llOlhar orgw11!zaflon Anw.nher of
mpuinlinDe, inmadingtbcDlpdmcmtofI>e.feqse and 1he PedmJ.Bamm of
Jnw.stipticm. ba9't hfab1Y afgniftomt' oapabilfh and carpDmco oomu nhc
M!mtfm andhltmopfion af'indhidaala.
More speci:Bcally, I DOlD 1hat amm:aber ofllflltulDl:yprovJakms and imculivo orders
om:nmtly govem.1heso aalMtie&. Among otherpravfalmm, 11-. imludo:
p..mtigp· BDaati:9e Orda: 13491probibits1he CIA bm.opcnting a delmtioa fi&ailit,y,
othertban.a:faaili:IJ Wiid 1o hold h1dlviduals an a sbm:tr4mu, tranaimey' llllis. Jfb CIA

delah:llld mincliY:lduaJ,. seadan.104S of1be NaficmalDallmso A'Dlbadzafion Ad.1br
FY2016 requhaa fboDJroolm of111D CIA to "provide the lnlemetfonal Q>mu 1!1tee af'tM
Red Cross wilhDIJlifklatlml at and piompt 8COC88 to. auyindlv.ldual ddBlned in llDY
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QUES'l'ION 50: What is your view of the IC's coordinated assessment on Russia's
cyber activities, as described ht the October 7, 2016, DNl-OHS joint statement?

Please refer to my answer to question 38.
QUESTION St: This Committee is planning to conduct an investigation into Russia's
involvement in the 2016 U.S. election. If conlinned as CIA Director, will you support the
Committee's oversight investigation and promptly provide any documents deemed nece.,Sllr)'
by the Committee?

If confinned, I will support the Committee's oversight inv"'tigation and will promptly provide
any appropriate information that will enable the Committee to fully explore the i~11C.
QUESTION !W: In your I·'ch111ary 26, 20 I<1. piece in the Wa.thington Examiner, you not<..-d
that you had recently applied for a visa to travel to lrnn and that the visa was denied.
A. What was the inlend<..'tl pll!JlOllC of your visit lo Iran?

B. A.<J Dircctur of the CIA, would you encourage Memlx.'l'S of Congress to tmvcl to
lnm'!

As a representative of the 4111 District ofKllll.~S and a House Pennanent Select
Committee on Intelligence member, I spent many yeani focused on the threat from Iran

and have followed the 11cgotiations leading to the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA) with Iran. This include.id tnivcl, research, and briefings. As explained in my
visa application nnd op-cds. l had several goals in my attempted travel to Jrun, including:
demanding the release of detained American citiztma; meeting with human rights
activists; testing proclaimed lranian openness to dialogue with the Wm; and
understanding better Irunian J.eadcnhip undentanding of the JCPOA terms and the
regime's intent to cotnply with 1hc JCPOA. That trip did not materiali1,e since the
Iranians denied the visa request.
If confirmed, it will not be my rcspon.•ibility to encourage or discourage congra-donal
Members' international lnlvel. I will look ful'Wllrd to providin& background information
regarding pmpo!lcd vi11itti and the potential impact of a Members' international uctions, 1111
requested.

QUES1'ION SS: ln July 201 S, the United States. Iran, France, the United Kingdom. Germany,
China, Russia, and the Jiuropcon Union signed an agreement intended to prevmt Iran from
developing a nuclear weapon for at leut a decade or more while imposing a strict oversight
n.'gime during the following years. The deal i! baaed, in part. on ensuring that Inn remeina at
least a year from developing enough highly enriched nuclear material to build a weapon. The

38
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JIDUllr)' 3, 2017

8-Ron w,.s.i
8-Mlrtla H.mriah
U.S. S.. Seleat C')wmtlttM m lllfelUeence
211 Hiit Sema Olllce Building
Wlllldnpin, D.C. 20510

0.- 8-forl W,.i.nand Heinrich:

Tlmk JOU tbr your J.eaa- Mlecl Deoember 23, 2016. Ila nqllllllld. I law o apked 70l.1I'
~ Qaellkm, 11111 I haw - * - I my relpQllW.

I look tbrwllrd to appmiDa bda )'OUl.'oommillle on Jtmumy 11*.

108

PnhMrlM"m"=llrtlatB=n"'Mlk!Pom•-ld!pe'neUp
gbet1ltDJmfprala..c.tnJlpftlllmeA••.

your

m
m

'Ille Commftteo'a .qnntkma tdmnlo
Jammy2016 CJ.IMld, m. .77ri1 Wall SltRt Jownol
which 10ll wmte:
aboa1d pm a Jaw J.'CM'lllh!Nf!!ldna coDcalim of all mecidala,
combinlna it w1th pabD.c1y avaiJab1l8 ftmnclal and Bibatylo lnfbrmldnll info a~
semdtablo databao.• PJeao anawea" tho 1b1Jowing edctitional quiBttans.

-caaar-

• · P1euo cladfywhether"ooDectionof all ........, . . a~ to bultcoOcetimlof
ftHlfade1a If ao. wbld kinda of JDlllladlda do JOU. be1i6VO ahou1d be colleoled in buJt 81.ld
· enbndinto a·~ ..mblodatllbase"?
I wasreferriqtomeladataoftho1ne coDecllld muter tho ~propm. thatw
avalablo fbrmvlewundet pocedurea and cnnditkma m:ined and approved byftderal
judges.

Aa DoCod in tho op-eel, I 'Wiii ~ m&rrJngto addltfcal }iUblia1yJmdlabJadala on tho
fnfermt orather puh1lo databalll'lbat C11111.pnw)do lmpodlmt oluea in fdaltlt)hta tllalo who
'WU\1kJ seat to hmm Amcrioa. IfaoJdhmod, !Will ~to po.UoymaJrm. inahidina the .
Ccil!paa, 01l wbatlier it would bo appmpdate to aotlectmee.dida mid publla1y ll'9allllble
dala, tho mat hdbmwtfon to .. co1llldllld,, who 'WOUid colleotauoh infbnndon and
appiop:iafczealdotlon& I D01D that sach aatlvi1;y would bo1boroapomib1Jity.oftho P'Bl.or
othcrappropiafoQl'printiaa IDOID a1lo that the~ OmmaulifJ 1- firDllllJ1'
deoadel. IPJllW l'Cllllfcdom to mjnimlp inftmmdfon ooDaolmd on U.S. porllOll8, IDolvdfDg in
some c:aaei, Rllllridiom carriocl out under1ho appranl and aupar9Jlkm offedenljudg-. I
~- nffninriraticm requiremelds an bolh ~ andJlillllelllt).

• Do,,.,. belimsmeladata:lbr tde,plmyaml.e1.eialnmio commpnkwtfom abou1d bo 1reallld
equa1IJ 1IDdlr tho Jaw. or abauld tbeJe bo me rostrictl9Ds on tho~ of aue 1p
~mctadala VI.

tho other?

.

'Jlla aro._, impo.rbmt qaelllaas that m.it thomu&b 8l'lldy. Thero me a wide '9lllietJ of
ClOD8litotioaal llllltUlmy, 11114 odulr regul8lmy rulea goftlDing tho ........ ofdl1&reat
tnaa ofDlllldata 'l1lelD nap.11Jjuat1111111e aftlwl.!ll'.llllJlkl, tlvm PomthAl!!M\Clmlat
conaideralkml, to thoFcnipTntellipace Surveillance Mt (lnolwliag ifmJJlllbPea
Regll.lmflnpand 'lnceprov.illiolll), to Fedeml ~ C'ommllllouulu OD
llUblar:ibor data.
.
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January 18, 2017
Senator Richard Burr, Chairman
Senator Mark Warner, Vice Chairman
U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
211 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Burr and Vice Chairman Warner:
Thank you for the Committee's letter dated January 18, 2016. As you requested, I have
completed the Committee's Questions for the Record, which are enclosed.
I look forward to receiving and answering your classified questions.

Sincerelv.

SIGNATURE]

MikptPompeo

Enclosure

129
QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
REPRESENTATIVE MIKE POMPEO

QUESTION FOR THE RECORD FROM SENATOR FEINSTEIN
During his campaign, President-elect Trump publicly called for U.S. forces to use torture in the
War on Terror. He said he'd reinstitute waterboarding, which he called a minor form of torture.
and bring back "a hell of a lot worse than waterboarding."

1. Do you believe that waterboarding and the other 'Enhanced Interrogation
Techniques' previously utilized by CIA personnel in the Rendition, Detention, and
Interrogation (RDI) program, such as stress positions, forced nudity, slamming
individuals into walls, slapping or hitting detainees, constitute torture?
In the past decade, the law has changed significantly concerning interrogation techniques.
Section 1045 of the National Defense Authorization Act for FY2016 provides that no
individual in U.S. custody may be subjected to any interrogation technique or approach
that is not authorized by and listed in the Anny Field Manual. Executive Order 13491
contains a similar requirement. Other statutes, including the Detainee Treatment Act of
2005, the Torture Statute, and the War Crimes Act, would prohibit certain interrogation
techniques, alone or in combination. I understand the interrogation techniques mentioned
in your question are currently prohibited. I have not sought legal counsel to address the
hypothetical as to whether any prohibited techniques meet the legal definition of torture.

2. Do you believe that waterboarding is effective? If so, based on what?
I understand the disagreement over the past use ofwaterboarding and whether
information could have been obtained through other less coercive methods. The current
Administration has submitted to the Committee written documents detailing results of
the Agency's interrogation program. I would refer you to those publicly available
documents from the current Administration. See, for example,
https://www.cia.gov/library/reports/C!As June2013 Response to the SSC! Study on
the Former Detention and Interrogation Program.pdf and
https://www.cia.gov/news-information/press-releases-statements/2014-press-releasesstatements/cia-fact-sheet-ssci-study-on-detention-interrogation-program.html. Those
documents also note that an exact scientific study has not been performed as to whether
less coercive methods could have produced the same results.

3. Do you agree that waterboarding and other former CIA "Enhanced Interrogation
Techniques," are unlawful and will you commit to upholding and executing all
applicable law that prohibits them?
Yes. Section 1045 of the National Defense Authorization Act for FY2016 provides that
no individual in U.S. custody may be subjected to any interrogation technique or
approach that is not authorized by and listed in the Army Field Manual. Executive Order
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13491 contains a similar requirement. Other statutes, including the Detainee Treatment
Act of2005, the Torture Statute, and the War Crimes Act, would prohibit certain
interrogation techniques, alone or in combination.
4. Will you provide this committee notice if the Justice Department concludes that a
statute is an unconstitutional infringement on Executive Power, or narrowly
interprets a statute to avoid such an alleged infringement?
I am committed to keeping the Committee fully and currently informed of any changes to
detention and interrogation policy in accordance with applicable law. I cannot speak for
the Department of Justice, but will honor requests for information from the Committee,
including providing relevant legal analysis underlying or supporting CIA's intelligence
activities, as required by law.
5. In your prehearing questionnaires you've stated a desire to consult with intelligence
professionals to understand the current operational need as of 2017 for any changes
to current interrogation or detention programs involving CIA.
a) Will you commit to refraining from taking any steps to authorize or
implement any plan that would bring back waterboarding or any other
enhanced interrogation techniques?
As noted in my response to the Committee's pre-hearing questions, if confirmed, I
will consult with experts at the Agency and at other organiz.ations in the U.S.
government on whether the Army Field Manual uniform application is an
impediment to gathering vital intelligence to protect the country or whether any
rewrite of the Army Field Manual is needed. If any differences are justified, a
:fundamental requirement is that such differences fully comply with law, including
laws governing the treatment and interrogation of individuals. And any such
differences would need to be based on a clear, justified need and carefully
implemented by appropriate experts and with full oversight. I note that other
organiz.ations, including the Department of Defense and FBI, have extensive
experience with detention and interrogation and would want to understand any
unique reasons for the involvement of the CIA in detention and interrogation. I
would expect to consult with the full Congressional Intelligence Committees on
any differences that are appropriate, including any changes to law that would be
required.
b) What would prompt you to review current law regarding interrogations?

If experts believed current law was an impediment to gathering vital intelligence
to protect the country, I would want to understand such impediments and whether
any recommendations were appropriate for changing current law.
c) Do you believe there are any circumstances in which a reinterpretation of
current law (rather than a change in statutes) could justify departing from
public Army Field Manual techniques?
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I am not aware of authorizations for departures from the Army Field Manual by
the CIA. I have not consulted legal experts on any hypothetical circumstance that
would impact existing legal interpretations, but I intend to fully comply with the
law.
QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD FROM SENATOR WYDEN
Surveillance

Your January 16, 2016, op-ed in the Wall Street Journal stated: "Congress should pass a law reestablishing collection of all metadata, and combining it with publicly available financial and
lifestyle information in a comprehensive, searchable database." If confirmed, you will
participate in poli'cy discussions in which your views, and those of the CIA, will be solicited with
regard to the necessary and appropriate scope of U.S. government surveillance activities.
6. In your responses to pre-hearing questions about the op-ed, you wrote: "I was
referring to metadata of the type collected under the then-existing program that was
available for review under procedures and conditions reviewed and approved by
federal judges." In addition to the bulk telephony metadata program conducted
pursuant to Section 215 of FISA, there was also a bulk electronic communications
metadata program conducted pursuant to Section 402 of FISA. Do you support the
resumption of that program as well and, if so, would you combine it with bulk
telephony metadata into a single database?
As I indicated at my confirmation hearing, I voted for the USA Freedom Act that
effectively ended the bulk metadata program conducted pursuant to Section 215. IfI am
confirmed, and Agency officials inform me they believe the current programs and legal
framework are insufficient to protect the country, I would make appropriate
recommendations for any needed changes to laws and regulations.

7. During the hearing, you stated that "the American people demand that if there is
publicly available information, someone has out there on a publicly available site, I
think we have an obligation to use that information to keep Americans safe."
a) Do you believe the U.S. government should collect and retain this
information when it pertains to Americans who are not connected to an
investigation?
b) If so, are there boundaries to the appropriate scope of such collection and
retention?

I made the statement that you quote in the context of if "someone's out there on their
Facebook page talking about an attack or plotting an attack against America." In
such cases, publicly available information can provide relevant information and
generally involves fewer privacy concerns than other collection techniques. Of
3
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course there are boundaries; any collection and retention must be conducted in
accordance with the Constitution, statutes, and applicable presidential directives.
8. During the hearing, you were asked whether there were boundaries to the kind of
"financial and lifestyle information" you would include in this database. You
responded that the boundaries would be legal Do you believe that, if information
on U.S. persons is legally available to the U.S. government on an individualized or
limited basis, it is always legal or appropriate to collect and retain it in bulk and
include it in a comprehensive database? If not, please elaborate.
I have not consulted legal experts on a hypothetical database and whether information
that is legally available on an individualized basis could, in every case, be collected and
retained in bulk. Such a compilation of information would require examining the specific
types of information and ensuring that any collection and retention of information was in
accordance with the Constitution, statutes, and regulations. Of course there are
boundaries; any collection and retention must be conducted in accordance with the
Constitution, statutes, and applicable presidential directives.
9. In your responses to pre-hearing questions, you wrote that "I did not set forth a
specific list of items, but in general was referring to publicly available information,
not information purchased by third parties." (emphasis added.)
a) Are there any examples of information that could be purehased or otherwise
obtained from third parties, such as data brokers, that could, or should be
collected with regard to Americans who are not connected to an
investigation?
b) Are there any such examples of information that could, or should be included
in a comprehensive database?
I have not studied what information is available from third parties and the
applicable legal restrictions on obtaining any such information.
Information from foreign partners
In your responses to the Committee's pre-hearing questions, you wrote "If the CIA requests a
foreign partner collect communications of a U.S. person, I understand that collection and
dissemination should be done pursuant to the same level of approvals that would be required if
the CIA itself were to collect those communications." During the hearing, you reiterated this,
stating "It is not lawful to outsource that which we cannot do, the Agency cannot do under its
laws." However, your responses to pre-hearing questions also stated that, if a foreign partner
collects the communications of U.S. persons independently and not at the request of the CIA, "It
is appropriate for the CIA to receive such information from foreign partners without the same
requirements that would apply if the CIA itself were to collect the information or to request that
the foreign partner collect the information." Furthermore, you wrote that "it may be appropriate
for CIA to collect [that] information in bulk."
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Absent a specific request from the CIA, a foreign partner, company, organization or individual
may nonetheless provide the CIA with the results of extensive cyber operations or other
surveillance, including targeted collection against, or bulk collection that includes the
communications of U.S. persons. That information could include the communications of U.S.
political figures and political activists, leaders of nonprofit organizations, journalists, religious
leaders, businesspeople whose interests conflict with those of President Trump, and countless
innocent Americans. Moreover, Donald Trump already encouraged the Russian Government to
conduct hacking operations against his opponent, thereby raising the prospect that the Russians
could share with the U.S. government the results of their cyber-operations against Americans,
absent a formal CIA request.
You wrote in response to pre-hearing questions, "In very limited circumstances, however, the
manner in which a foreign partner collected the information could be so improper that it would
not be appropriate for the CIA to receive, use, or further disseminate the information."
10. Please detail what those "very limited circumstances" might be.

In my response, I was indicating that I could not rule out a circumstance in which the
conduct of a foreign partner is so egregious that CIA would not receive the information.
This would be a highly fact-specific determination, but information obtained through
such egregious conduct may be inappropriate for the CIA to use or disseminate.
11. Besides the manner in which the information was collected, would the CIA's receipt,
use or dissemination of the information be in any way restricted by any of the
following:
a) The source of the information, i.e., from an adversary rather than an ally or
established partner;
·
· b) The intent of the foreign partner, i.e., to disrupt U.S. democracy or support
illegal or undemocratic actions on the part of the U.S. government rather
than support U.S. national security;
c) The nature of the information, i.e., communications of U.S. persons engaged
in First Amendment-protected political activity rather than terrorist
suspects; or
d) The scope of the information, i.e., bulk collection on thousands or millions of
U.S. persons rather than a more limited set of communications.
All of these considerations, and others, factor into decisions regarding CIA 's receipt,·
use, or dissemination of information received from a foreign partner. Importantly, if
an activity furthers no legitimate U.S. governmental interest, CIA would not use the
information. In addition, to the extent that the information implicates the privacy
rights of Americans, the CIA's use and dissemination of that information must remain
reasonable and further U.S. governmental interests of sufficient importance to justify
the privacy intrusion. The listed considerations could all be relevant to either the
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nature or degree of a privacy intrusion, or to the importance of the U.S. governmental
interests at stake.
During the hearing, you stated: "My understanding is that the same set of rules that surround the
information if it were collected by the U.S. government apply to information that becomes
available as a result of collection from non-U.S. sources as well." The CIA 's collection of such
information would presumably be governed by its authorities under Executive Order 12333. In
your responses to pre-hearing questions, you wrote: "Because CIA activities under Executive
Order 12333 are strictly focused on collection activities abroad, with very limited exceptions,
there is a smaller risk that these activities could implicate U.S. person communications compared
with collection under Section 702 [ofFISA)." You cited this as among the reasons why "the
CIA's access to, queries of, use, dissemination, and retention of U.S. person communications
under Executive Order 12333 are appropriately governed by broader and more flexible
guidelines, compared with those required under Section 702 [ofFISA]." (emphasis added.)
12. If the CIA received from a foreign power information known to include U.S.
communications, should that necessitate the use of minimization guidelines more
stringent than those applied to other information collected pursuant to Executive
Order 12333 in which, as you stated, there is a "smaller risk" that they implicate
U.S. person communications?

If there were a circumstance involving significant volumes of known U.S. person
communication contents, I could foresee circumstances where more stringent
rninirni7J!tion guidelines generally would be appropriate, but I would need to consult with
experts on the applicable laws, including Attorney General approved guidelines that may
apply.
13. In your responses to pre-hearing questions, you described as appropriate CIA
queries of U.S. persons' communications collected under Section 702 ofFISA, so
long as "the query term is reasonably likely to return foreign intelligence
information, as defined in FISA." Given your statement that CIA's access to,
queries of, use, dissemination, and retention of U.S. person communications under
Executive Order 12333 should be "governed by broader and more flexible
guidelines," what do you believe the standard should be for CIA queries of
information obtained pursuant to Executive Order 12333 known to include U.S.
persons' communications?

The requirements applicable to collection conducted under Executive Order 12333 should
be flexible enough so that they remain feasible and practicable in the range of
circumstances in which queries might be made, while also protecting the privacy rights of
Americans. Because the categories of information outlined at Section 2.3 of Executive
Order 12333 regarding the collection, retention and dissemination of U.S. person
information largely fall within the definition of"foreign intelligence information" under
the FISA, I understand the standards for querying are similar in some cases. I understand
that in a number of circumstances, for information obtained under Executive Order.
12333, the standard for conducting queries is whether the query is reasonably designed to
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retrieve information related to a duly authorized activity of the CIA. I understand this is
a complex area governed by detailed laws and rules and I would consult legal experts on
specific standards for CIA queries of collected information.
14. In your responses to pre-hearing questions, you described as a priority "expanding
intelligence cooperation, collaboration, and models of intelligence sharing with state
and non-state partners globally." In your Statement for the Record, you stated ''We
will need to rely on liaison services and new relationships, which are critical to
gathering information around the world."
a) Please elaborate on which new partners and relationships you anticipate. Do
they include Russia? Do they include companies, organizations or
individuals that may conduct eyber operations against U.S. persons?
b) For what purposes do you anticipate establishing new relationships with
state and non-state partners?
c) How do you anticipate mitigating counterintelligence risks?
d) Will you ensure that all new or expanded relationships have the approval of
the country Chief of Mission, are fully coordinated with the Office of the
Director of National Intelligence, and are fully and currently notified to the
Committee?

I was not referring to any specific partners or relationships that need to be
developed, nor did I highlight this with a specific collection priority in mind.
Since our national security threats are becoming more complex each day, the CIA
needs to improve its collection operations-through both unilateral and
cooperative means. As your question highlights, increased cooperation brings
increased risk. The CIA already has a strong counterintelligence program and, if
confirmed, I intend to look closely at our counterintelligence capabilities and
operations to ensure they are up to the task. I will ensure that all foreign
intelligence relationships are coordinated and approved in accordance with policy
and law and that the Committee is notified in accordance with the law and
standard practices. As we discussed in our personal meeting and during the
hearing last week, I would welcome any specific recommendations or concerns
you have regarding the CIA's Congressional notification practices.
15. Is it legal or appropriate for the White House to obtain from a foreign partner, or a
company, organization or individual information that includes the communications
of U.S. persons? Is it legal or appropriate for the White House to retain such
information? This question does not pertain to finished products provided by the
Intelligence Community to the White House.

I am not an expert on legal gnidance that may apply to the White House on receiving
information. I am not aware of a role for the DCIA in providing legal counsel to the
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White House on its activities. However, I understand that the White House is not an
operational agency that pursues intelligence collection, but instead relies on the
Intelligence Community to pursue lawful intelligence gathering, pursuant to rules and
regwations governing such activities, including rules and regulations governing the
collection and retention of infonnation concerning U.S. persons.
16. If you were to learn that the White House had obtained or was retaining the
information described above, do you commit to informing Congress?
See my response to the above question. I am not aware of a DCIA role in supervising
White House activities or providing legal counsel to the White House on its activities. I
understand the White House has legal expertise available to it from across the
government, including the Office of Counsel to the President in the Executive Office of
the President and the Department of Justice. If confirmed, I will comply with legal
requirements to keep Congress informed.
Chief of Mission authority
Questions previously submitted to you included the following:

"22 US.C. 3927 states that 'Under the direction ofthe President, the chiefofmission to a
foreign country ... shall have fall responsibility for the direction, coordination, and supervision of
all Government executive branch employees in that country ... ' Do you believe that, absent
direction from the President, the CIA is obligated to cease intelligence activities, including but
not limited to liaison relationships that do not have the approval ofthe chiefofmission?"
17. In your response, you stated that you would "seek to resolve the disagreement with
the Secretary of State or, in the extremely rare circumstance in which the
disagreement could not be resolved, seek further guidance from the President." If
the disagreement has not yet been resolved with the Secretary of State and further
guidance from the President has not yet been received, is the CIA obligated to cease
the intelligence activities at issue? Please respond yes or no. If the answer is no,
please provide supporting analysis of the meaning of the statutory language
provided above.
As I mentioned in my answers to the pre-hearing question, I would seek to resolve the
disagreement with the Secretary of State, or in the extremely rare circumstance in which
the disagreement could not be resolved, seek further guidance from the President. In that
hypothetical and extremely rare circumstance, if confirmed, I will seek, and expect, an
expeditious decision from the President. This would ensure the decision to cease or
continue intelligence activities reflected guidance from the President.
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Lethal operations against U.S. persons
In your responses to pre-hearing questions, you wrote that:

"[W}hen the United States knows in advance that the specific object ofits attack is an individual
U.S. citizen, it proceeds on the assumption that constitutional rights - in particular, the Fifth
Amendment's Due Process Clause and the Fourth Amendment's prohibition on unreasonable
searches and seizures - attach to the U.S. citizen even while the individual is abroad Those
rights are considered in assessing whether it is lawfal to target the individual. "
The May 22, 2013, Procedures for Approving Direct Action Against Terrorist Targets Located
Outside the United States and Areas of Active Hostilities (PPG) includes the following:

"[W]hen considering potential direct action against a U.S. person under this PPG, there are
additional questions that must be answered The Department ofJustice (DOJ),for example,
must conduct a legal analysis to ensure that such action may be conducted against the individual
consistent with the laws and Constitution ofthe United States. "
18. Do you agree with this requirement? If so, what form should the Department of
Justice's legal analysis take and should· it be provided to Congress?

As I referenced in my response to pre-hearing questions, the U.S. must consider an
American citizen's constitutional rights prior to targeting him or her for lethal action. I
have not studied ·the PPG implementation and its impact, if any, on intelligence
operations. Without referencing the existence of any specific activity or operations, I
understand that CIA attorneys frequently consult with, and seek guidance from, the
Department of Justice. If confirmed, I would expect that practice to continue. I do not
have a view on the form of the legal analysis, whether that is a formal legal opinion
taking many weeks or months, or a shorter analysis based on operational needs, if any. I
cannot speak for the Department of Justice in terms of providing its legal advice to
Congress, although I am always inclined to ensure the Committee is fully informed of the
CIA activities and their legal basis:
19. Do you believe there should be any additional ehecks wi~ regard to lethal actions
against U.S. persons?

As I currently understand, there are a range of other checks and requirements that must be
met prior to conducting direct action against a U.S. person. As with other critically
important responsibilities, I would welcome the Committee's thoughts on this matter..
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Public statements
20. If, for any reason, you or a CIA official makes a public statement that is inaccurate,
do you commit to making a public statement correcting the record?

I understand the importance of accuracy in public statements. While I cannot envision
every circumstance or reason that a statement could be inaccurate, I do understand that in
some instances, making additional public statements in the nature of corrections may be
complicated by the need to protect American lives or sources and methods. Especially
with respect to my own statements, my bias would be to correct publicly made statements
that are materially inaccurate with public statements that correct that material inaccuracy.
Declassification
21. Executive Order 13526 (December 29, 2009) provides that: "In no case shall
information be classified, continue to be maintained as classified, or fail to be
declassified in order to: (1) conceal violations of law, inefficiency, or administrative
error; (2) prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or agency; (3) restrain
competition; or (4) prevent or delay the release of information that does not require
protection in the interest of national security." Executive Order 13292 (March 25,
2003) and Executive Order 12958 (April 17, 1995) prohibited classification based on
the same factors. Do you disagree with the prohibitions in these Executive Orders?

No.
22. The Executive Summary of the Committee's Study of the CIA's Detention and
Interrogation Program was released after the CIA had redacted sources and
methods, as well as names, pseudonyms and, in some cases, titles. Do you believe
that, in redacting the Executive Summary, the CIA failed to protect Americans?

I have not reviewed any assessments about the impact of redacting the Executive
Summary on protecting Americans.
23. If you have responded to the previous two questions in the negative, would you
support declassification and public release of the full Committee Study, assuming it
is subject to a CIA redaction process similar to that applied to the Executive
Summary? If not, why?

I understand the status and release of the Committee Study is the subject of
litigation. Beyond this high-level understanding of the current status, I have not studied
this issue and it would not be appropriate for me to comment on a matter in litigation at
this point.
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CIA and congressional staff
24. The CIA's Inspector General determined that Agency employees improperly
accessed Committee shared drives the Committee used in preparation of its Study of
the CIA's Detention and Interrogation Program. The Inspector-General also
determined that a crimes report submitted by the CIA to the Department of Justice
related to Committee staff was "unfounded" and was based on "inaccurate
information." Do you have any reason to disagree with the CIA I G's
ileterminations?

I have not studied the CIA IG's determinations. Nor have I studied the CIA
Accountability Review Board's report on this issue. I do not intend to revisit this matter.
If confirmed, I would hope to work closely with the Committee to enable oversight
activities and ensure that the CIA and the Committees never find themselves in such a
place during my tenure.
QUESTION FOR THE RECORD FROM SENATOR KING
25. During your open confirmation hearing, I asked you about a message you sent to
your Twitter followers on July 24, 2016, which referred to information from
Wikileaks as "proof." During the open hearing, you said that you do not view
Wikileaks as a credible source. For the record, please expand on your answer about
your use of Wikileaks, your understanding of that organization, and the message
you sent last July.

The January 6, 2017 report from the Intelligence Community provides details on how
Russia has actively collaborated with Wikileaks in releasing information. The tweet I
sent in July 2016 was not meant as an endorsement ofWikileaks or its practices, but
rather remarked on the content of the material now in the public domain. I understand
the concern over the tweet's reference to Wikileaks, given how disclosures by Wikileaks
have targeted American institutions and democracy. The tweet was sent in reference to
political issues in the middle of a hard-fought campaign. Based on additional briefings
and information, including the reports released by the Intelligence Co~unity, I now
have a much deeper understanding ofWikileaks and its harmful activities.
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